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Abstract

According to Crime Pattern Theory, individuals all have routine daily activities which

require frequent travel between several nodes, with each used for various purposes, such

as their home, work, or shopping location. As people move about, their familiarity with the

spatial areas around, and in between, the nodes increases, eventually forming their

Activity Space. Offenders have similar spatial movement patterns and Activity Spaces as

non-offenders, hence, according to theory, an offender will commit the crimes in their own

Activity Space. The goal of this Dissertation is to introduce a novel approach, called

Directionality-based Activity Space Creator (DASC), to reconstruct the Activity Space of

offenders. Before this reconstruction however, first the crime locations for each individual

were analyzed to establish directionality preference on the individual level, after which the

directionality preferences were analyzed at the city level to establish aggregate patterns.

Once the existence of directionality preference had been established, these preferences

were analyzed across various crime types and cities to show robustness. These

preferences were then used to detect the individual Paths in the Activity Spaces.

Information about all Paths were then used to detect the Nodes in the region, which were

then assigned to individuals, completing their Activity Space. To test the accuracy of this

model, the Activity Spaces of 322 repeat offenders within the City of Surrey, Canada, were

reconstructed and used to recommend likely suspects for new crimes. Recommendation

was based on the crime’s proximity to the Activity Spaces of the offenders. The higher the

actual offender was within the recommended set, the more accurate the model. Results

indicate that by reconstructing the Activity Spaces, recommendations could be made

which were five to seven times as accurate as the naïve selection.

Keywords: Activity Space, Directionality, Recommendation System
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1. Introduction

Spatial criminology has a history dating back 175 years to the moral statistics of

Quetelet (1831, 1842) and Guerry (1833). With subsequent interest in spatial dimensions

of crime in 19th century England (Glyde, 1856), early 20th century North American social

disorganization theory (Burgess, 1916; Shaw and McKay, 1931, 1942), and current

environmental criminology (Cohen and Felson, 1979; Brantingham and Brantingham,

1981; Clarke and Cornish, 1985), one cannot deny the importance of spatial criminology

to understand the etiology of crime1. These spatial criminological theories have proven to

be successful in explaining crime patterns, helpful in understanding individual

victimization, and relevant to crime prevention/reduction activities. As such, investigations

into the fundamental concepts of these theories are important in order for academics and

practitioners to better understand the spatial nature of criminal activity. Indeed, the

understanding of the spatial dimension of crime has made great advances in recent years

(Ratcliffe, 2002).

Within spatial analysis, the decision-making process of individuals involves three

interconnected and fundamental elements: places, distances, and directions. People

move between places separated by some distance. These places are spatially oriented

towards each other, that is, one is north or south-east of the other. Locations for an

individual have perceptual and cognitive meaning. The strength and character of

attachment to locations has resulted in a concept of place first developed to help describe

how people can become attached or an “insider” in certain areas and remain unattached

or an “outsider” in others (see Seamon, 1979, or Relph, 1976).

All places are separated. The scale of the separation is frequently measured by

distance in miles, time or effort, or in routing analysis with consideration of comfort, ease,

interruptions and other factures that influence overall cognitive judgements about trips

1 See Wortley et al. (2008) for a recent collection of essays.
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between two places (see Hochmair, 2008, 2005 for a review of factors); at a general level

places may be “near” to each other or “far” from each other. People have natural

directional sense. For a routine trip people know whether to turn left or right as they leave

their home. People can identify the direction of the end point of a trip (Kulik et al., 2002;

Kurata and Shi, 2009; Sun and Li, 2005). People who commit crimes develop routines in

the non-criminal parts of their daily living that have similar locations that are places,

cognitive distances between places and directional orientations (Brantingham and

Brantingham, 1984; Groff, 2007; Groff and McEwen, 2007; Ratcliffe, 2006; Scellato et al.,

2006).

The first two of these elements (place and distance) are well-researched within

criminology. Recent developments form a “crime at places” literature2. The crime at places

literature argues that micro-places, such as street segments or street corners, are key to

understanding criminal activity. The journey to crime (distance) continues as a focus in

spatial criminology. Assuming that the decision-making process to commit a crime begins

at the home location, the “journey to crime” can be relatively short. This has been

supported in a number of studies for locations in both the United States and Europe. The

trip (distance from home) varies from crime type to crime type, by age of the offender, by

location of potential targets, by mode of transit, but tends to be short (Castanzo et al.,

1986; LeBeau, 1987, Phillips, 1980; Pyle et al., 1974; Wiles and Costello, 2000; Bernasco

and Block, 2009)3.

Directionality, however, is an under-researched area in criminology. White (1932),

Brantingham and Brantingham (1981, 1984), Rengert and Wasilchick (1985), and Ratcliffe

(2006) approach the directions and paths people in general, and offenders in particular,

use in moving from one activity node to another. Because of the constrained nature of the

(built) environment, people normally develop routines in the geography of the routes

between frequent destinations. The trips between home and work or work and

entertainment areas have a directional orientation. Using cardinal direction terms, home

2 See Sherman et al. (1989), Eck and Weisburd (1995), Taylor (1997), Smith et al (2000), and
Weisburd et al. (2004, 2009).

3 See Bernasco (2006) for a comprehensive review in the context of burglary. Also, see Van
Koppen and De Keijser (1997) and Rengert et al. (1999) for discussions on the issue of
distance decay function as a representation of the rate at which offending decreases as the
distance from home increases.
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to work may be in a north-east direction; work to entertainment may be south-west; and

entertainment to home may be north-easterly. People routinely travel along routes that are

directed towards their destinations.

This has implications for criminal activities. People who commit crimes are like

most people; they develop routine travel paths with identifiable direction. The direction of

the path might be similar to going to an area with many autos; breaking into a vehicle;

stealing some goods; going to a fence or place where the stolen goods can be sold; selling

the property; going to a place to buy some drugs; buying drugs; going to a place to use

the drugs; and using the drugs. For those seriously addicted, this becomes a repeated

cycle with short trips to selected locations in regular directions. For youth, offending may

be inserted into a normal day where the trips are between home, school and shopping

centres and crimes occur near the school or most likely on the route to and from the

shopping centres. While the implications of direction are well-known in the disciplines of

geography, environmental psychology, urban planning and cognitive psychology, little

research is present within (spatial) criminology.

This Dissertation adds to the body of research on spatial criminology by using the

ideas of Crime Pattern Theory and the Activity Space (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1981)

(Chapter 1.1), specifically trying to strengthen the idea of directionality (Chapter 1.2) within

criminology (Chapter 1.3). However, before the work in this Dissertation is discussed, the

data used throughout the Dissertation is introduced (Chapter 1.4), along with some

important notation (Chapter 1.5).

The way this Dissertation adds to current research is through the introduction of a

model called Directionality-based Activity Space Creator (DASC) which attempts to

computationally reconstruct the Activity Space originally introduced by (Brantingham &

Brantingham, 1981). Although the Activity Space is influenced by non-criminal activities of

all people, the focus of this Dissertation is the reconstruction of the Activity Space from

verified crime data, similar to what the police would have at their disposal when

investigating crimes and criminals. As such, even though the approach discussed in this

Dissertation would work identically with non-criminal information about offenders, it will be

assumed that only crime data is available.
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This model however requires two assumptions to be tested centering on there

being patterns in the directionality preferences of individuals (Chapter 2), and aggregate

directionality preferences of offenders across regions or entire cities (Chapter 3). If these

preferences are not present, then rebuilding the Activity Space might not be possible as

this would mean that offenders travel in (pseudo-)random directions away from their home

location. However, if the preferences are present, then the first step in building such a

model would be to determine the directions that the offenders are moving away from their

home location, that is, the Activity Paths leading away from the offender’s home need to

be found (Chapter 4). Second, given the Paths of all offenders, the Nodes in the Activity

Space need to be located (Chapter 5). Third, the full Activity Space is reconstructed and

tested via a recommendation system which recommends suspect offenders for new

crimes based on the offender’s Activity Space (Chapter 6). Finally, the Dissertation is

concluded (Chapter 7).

1.1. Crime Pattern Theory and the Activity Space

People do not move in random directions, but are restricted to mobility patterns

enforced onto them by the landscape that they live in (for example, see Gonzalez, Hidalgo,

& Barabási, 2008). Each person will routinely travel to and from their home, work, and

nearby shopping centers as part of their daily routines. With each and every trip, the

person will further familiarize themselves about everything and everyone along the path

they travel on. Since people are familiar with the paths they frequently travel on, they tend

to be more comfortable in them, and hence prefer them as opposed to unfamiliar areas

which might make them uncomfortable. These familiar areas become the person’s Activity

Space (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1981).

The Activity Space is built from two components: nodes and paths. Simply put,

Nodes are those places in our environment that we travel to and from: home, work, school,

recreation sites, entertainment, and shopping; Paths are the vectors that people move

along to get from one Node to the next: most often, these Paths are roads and walkways.

Put together, Nodes and paths comprise the areas within our environment that constitute

our activity and Activity Spaces, because this is where we spend most of our time.
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From a criminological point of view, the Activity Nodes are not created equal, with

some being crime generators attracting people regardless of criminal motivation and

others being crime attractors allowing for many criminal opportunities that offenders are

aware of and take advantage of (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1995). Finally, other areas,

termed criminal attractors, do not necessarily attract crime, but attract the criminals

themselves, and they commit crimes along the way (Iwanski, Frank, Dabbaghian, Reid, &

Brantingham, 2011; Frank, Dabbaghian, Reid, Singh, Cinnamon, & Brantingham, 2011).

Criminal attractors are frequently equivalent to the Activity Nodes in the Activity Space.

As a person wants to go from a node to another, they will not follow a random walk

(Barber & Ninham, 1970), but instead will attempt to travel along the optimal route: the

direct path, a straight line connecting the two nodes. However, due to boundaries, either

natural, such as lakes and mountains, or man-made, such as highways and buildings,

they cannot follow the direct path, and instead must move around on circumscribed paths.

In cities these circumscribed paths are usually along road-segments. Since the movement

is restricted by the topology of a person’s environment, the person will have a large set of

fixed possible paths to take from one node to the other, with the majority of those paths

being completely undesirable (leading away from the destination with a significant detour,

for example), leaving only a handful of reasonable paths. The person will travel along

those select few routes that they consider optimal (or close to optimal) and feel

comfortable taking. After the person has established a preference for certain routes over

others, they will become familiar with that route, and it will be incorporated into their Activity

Space in the form of Activity Paths.

The Activity Paths themselves have two components: distance and direction.

Research into Crime Pattern Theory (CPT) and the Journey to Crime (JtC) (Wiles &

Costello, 2000; Rossmo, 2000; Felson, 2002) has shown that most offenders do not travel

very far from their home location. This observation is due to an effect termed “the distance

decay” which essentially states that the larger the distance the less likely the offender will

travel there. Thus these 'paths' in the Activity Space will also tend to be relatively short for

most types of offences, and similarly, the area enclosed in the Activity Space tends to be

small (Felson, Andresen & Frank, 2011). Mobility however does not consist solely of

distance. Due to boundaries, either natural, such as lakes or mountains, or man-made,

such as highways or buildings, people do not move about their environment in random
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directions, following a random walk, but rather are restricted by the topology of their

environment (Barber & Ninham, 1970; Brown & Holmes, 1971; Adam, 1969). Even given

the restrictions imposed by the environmental topology, offenders could move about in a

random direction away from their home location when they are on their journey to offend.

Offenders, just like people, have their own Activity Spaces they build up from their

regular non-offending portions of their lives, as well as through their offending activities.

According to Crime Pattern Theory (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993), offenders act on

those opportunities that are within the area they are familiar with and will use those

locations to commit crimes, rather than exploring new areas with which they are not

familiar with. This is intuitively correct. If the offender leaves their Activity Space in search

of criminal opportunities, they will have to enter unfamiliar territory and hunt for an

opportunity; this exercise is unnecessary if the offender is already aware of a similar

opportunity within an area they are familiar with. Thus, the areas where the offender will

commit crimes will be sub-regions of the Activity Space. This is shown in Figure 1.

The Activity Space will also change over time. As a person changes residences

and lives at various locations, or starts to work at a new location, Activity Nodes will be

added to their Activity Space. As people stop going to older nodes, those nodes will slowly

fade from their Activity Space. While the Activity Space changes, the rate of change is

Figure 1 – Offender’s Activity Space and the Nodes within it
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slow since it is made up of areas the person routinely and repeatedly travels to. In certain

circumstances, the Activity Space could change abruptly. For example, if an offender

meets another offender, and suddenly they co-offend together, then the Activity Space of

one offender will suddenly have Nodes from the Activity Space of the other offender. This

is not due to a change in routine movement of the original offender, but due to the influence

and co-offending opportunity presented by the co-offender. In a study of 3,332 frequent

offenders across three cities in the Province of British Columbia, Canada, Tayebi, Frank,

and Glasser (2012) illustrated that co-offenders do share a large portion of their Activity

Spaces, indicating that co-offenders do influence each other’s movements and spatial

awareness of their environment.

The difficulty with applying Crime Pattern Theory in real life by law enforcement is

that the Activity Space for an offender is very difficult (if not impossible) to obtain without

direct access to the offender and their willingness to share such information. Although the

full Activity Space of an offender can be impossible to determine, during their criminogenic

lives offenders will leave traces of activity (an offense for which they are caught, for

example) thus revealing portions of their Activity Spaces. With enough information, and

the application of certain theories, entire Activity Paths and Nodes might be revealed.

According to CPT, the determining factor for the location of each crime is not

random, but is influenced by the familiarity of the area based on Activity Space. Following

this logic, if there are many Activity Paths, then the offender has many nodes in their

Activity Space, spread out across multiple directions, like the spokes of a bicycle wheel.

However, if an offender has only a very few Activity Paths, then this would imply that the

Activity Space only contains a few Nodes. Do offenders have few Paths, or many? If an

offender commits n crimes, do they commit it in n different directions along n different

Activity Paths, or are multiple crimes laid out along a few Activity Paths? Is there a pattern

in the number of directions across various crime types, or prolific offenders with various

numbers of crimes?
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1.2. Directionality

Within the spatial analysis of crime, the decision-making process of individuals

involves three interconnected and fundamental elements: place, distance, and direction.

The first two of these elements (place and distance) are well-researched within

criminology. Recent developments for place form a “crime at places” literature4. The crime

at places literature argues that micro-places, such as street segments or street corners,

are key to under-standing criminal activity. The journey to crime (distance) continues as a

focus in spatial criminology. Assuming for each individual offender the decision-making

process to commit a crime begins at their home location, the “journey to crime” can be

relatively short. This assumption however may be problematic because the journey to

crime may start from place other than the home (Townsley & Sidebottom, 2010), in which

case much of the inference based on this research may be misleading. Although this

assumption places limitations on the research, it is still made because of data limitations

as police will usually only have an offender’s home and crime address, and will not have

information on other places the offender frequents (such as bars, workplace, or schools).

Only detailed interview data would be able to contain such details. With this criticism in

mind, the journey to crime being short has been supported in a number studies for

locations in both the United States and Europe. The trip (distance from home) varies from

crime type to crime type, by age of the offender, by location of potential targets, by mode

of transit, but tends to be short (Bernasco & Block, 2009; Castanzo, Halperin, & Gale,

1986; LeBeau, 1987; Phillips, 1980; Pyle et al., 1974; Wiles & Costello, 2000)5.

Directionality, however, is an under-researched area in criminology. White (1932),

Brantingham and Brantingham (1981, 1984), Rengert and Wasilchick (1985) and Ratcliffe

(2006) approach the directions and paths people use to move from one activity node to

another. Because of the constrained nature of our (built) environment, we normally

develop routine travel patterns between frequently visited destinations. The trips between

4 See Sherman, Gartin, and Buerger (1989), Eck and Weisburd (1995), Taylor (1997), Smith,
Frazee, and Davidson (2000), Weisburd, Bushway, Lum, and Yang (2004) and Weisburd,
Bernasco, and Bruinsma (2009).

5 See Bernasco (2006) for a comprehensive review in the context of burglary). Also, see van
Koppen and De Keijser (1997) and Rengert, Piquero, and Jones (1999) for discussions on
the issue of distance decay function as a representation of the rate at which offending
decreases as the distance from home increases.
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home and work, or work and entertainment areas have a directional orientation; we

routinely travel along routes that are directed towards our destinations. Despite this

importance of directional knowledge/information, there are only two theories and a small

number of empirical investigations that consider direction in the (spatial) criminological

literature.

In order to undertake any activity within our (urban) environments, we assimilate

information about that environment that subsequently influences decisions. Activity

decisions are spatial. Spatial decision-making has a long history in the field of geography

(Wolpert, 1964; Horton and Reynolds, 1971; Lowe and Moryadas, 1975; Rengert, 1989)

and with current research involving geographers, environmental psychologists, and

cognitive psychologists. Fundamental to understanding these decisions are that

individuals must adapt to (changes in) their urban spatial structure, and that the urban

spatial structure is relative to each individual, often with the home location of the individual

being central (Horton and Reynolds, 1971). For many, the home location can be seen as

the centre of activity. While much time is spent away from home, people can usually point

in the direction back to home. This is repeatedly found and suggested in social science

research (see Chapin, 1974) and Lewin’s (1936) field theory for a theoretical base in

sociology and psychology. Individuals engage in strategies or use learned strategies to

find their way from one location to another location.

We create cognitive representations of our surrounds, frequently called a cognitive

map, which aid in generating mobility strategies6. A cognitive map is a mental

representation of the urban surrounds that is developed from assimilated information,

relative to the individual. Research has found that this cognitive representation is

influenced by the physical as well as the vernacular surrounds. Mountains, rivers,

landmark skyscrapers, major rail stations and concentrations of well-known buildings and

high activity areas all influence what is remembered about an area and are frequently part

of cognitive maps. This mental representation effectively constrains the nature, type,

speed, and direction of our movements (Golledge, 1992, 1995; Kitchin, 1994; Gärling et

al., 1984) and at the same time can be expanded with experience (Deakin et al., 2007;

Bernasco and Block, 2009). Though constraining our movements, the purpose of the

6 See Downs and Stea (1977), Gallistel (1990), Golledge (1999), and O'Keefe and Nadel (1978).
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cognitive map is to allow individuals to move through their urban spatial structure in what

is seen as the best way.

Curiously, human distance estimations tend to be rather poor, unless individuals

have consciously measured the distance between two locations. In fact, Gordon et al.

(1989) found that maps based on direction better represented the urban spatial structure

than those maps based on distance. More recently, Waller and Haun (2003) found that

before experiments took place, their participants warned the researchers about their poor

distance judgments, with no such warnings in regard to directional judgments; and within

the actual experiments, similar to Gordon et al. (1989), Waller and Haun (2003) and Denis

et al. (1999) found that maps based on distance are more distorted than maps based on

direction. This and other research has led a number of scholars to state that directional

knowledge/information is critical for spatial decision-making (Sholl, 1988; Montello et al.,

1999; Waller et al., 2002; Klippel et al., 2004).

The above cited research leads us to a paradox: distance is an important factor in

our spatial decision-making, but we are poor judges of distance. This paradox may be

resolved if we consider that distance and direction are functionally linked. That is,

individuals judge distances between objects, but those estimates of distance depend on

spatial location of an individual and the familiarity of an individual with the objects along a

path towards an end destination. The normal daily activity takes most people to several

locations. Overall direction towards the end point or node may be remembered, but the

accuracy of distance estimates seem to relate to current location. We also make spatial

decisions about routes by optimizing many factors besides a physical measure of

distance. As a heuristic, the distance from home or from a major activity node is of value

in research into the journey to crime, but better understanding how individuals or groups

make decisions spatially is enhanced by understanding the process of decision making in

route choices within Activity Spaces and the direction and paths between Nodes

(Bernasco and Block, 2009). When people travel from one location to another location it

can be argued that direction is used in making route decisions with the choices frequently

influenced by an awareness of where the endpoint is located. Rarely is there a pathway

from the origin to a destination that is a straight line. Rather, we must most often travel

along a number of interconnected pathways to our destination. The decision making in

such route choices is called way-finding. Within way-finding research, directionality is
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found to be important (Xia et al., 2008). Way-finding will not be explored in this

Dissertation, but it is worth noting that research finds that there may be a difference

statistically in gender way-finding processes with men showing a stronger spatial

directionality influenced by the final destinations.

One method of choosing a set of interconnected pathways is the least-angle

strategy (Hochmair, 2000; Hochmair and Frank, 2000). The least-angle strategy involves

a spatial decision to be made at each pathway intersection: the next pathway to choose

is the one that is most in line with the desired destination. If an individual follows the least-

angle strategy, the distance between the origin and the destination is minimized. As such,

directional choices are not only trivially optimal at the global level (the direction the crow

flies is the shortest path), but they are also optimal at the "local" level (each intersection)

when a direct path is not possible.

Therefore, directional knowledge is critical in spatial decision-making. In the

process of moving through our urban spatial structure, we seek to minimize distance and

time spent in travel, but we do so considering direction. This is why direction is a key

component in our cognitive maps, and why maps based on directional knowledge are less

distorted than maps based on distance. Despite this importance of directional

knowledge/information, there is only one theory and a small number of empirical

investigations that consider direction in the (spatial) criminological literature.

1.3. Directionality and crime: theory and evidence

The theoretical foundation for the presence of directionality in criminal activity is

the geometric theory of crime (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1981, 1984, 1993, 1993a).

This theory has its roots in the work of Lynch (1960), who described the ways in which

people move through the (urban) environment. Brantingham and Brantingham (1981,

1984, and 1993) represent these spaces as maps that can then be used to illustrate why

directionality in criminal behavior should be expected. Figure 2 shows two cases: a) strong

directionality and b) weak directionality. In the case of strong directionality, the vast

majority of a person’s activities are contained within a small angle (about 40° towards East

in the Figure). As such, if crime is (partially) the result of opportunities that arise because
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of non-criminal activities (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1981, 1984; Cohen and Felson,

1979; Felson and Cohen, 1980, 1981), such a person’s criminal activities will also be

contained within that small angle. In the case of weak directionality, this person’s activities

are in all directions such that a priori no directional bias can be expected.

Rengert and Wasilchick (1985) is the first piece of research to investigate

empirically the strength of directional bias in criminal behaviour, specifically burglary.7

They find that more than 50% of burglary crimes occur within a 45° angle from the home

location (12.5% of the potential use of space). Moreover, when burglars who also have

legitimate employment are considered, upwards of 75% of crimes are contained within a

45° angle; most of the burglaries are just beyond the work place or along the pathway

between work and home. When other spatial knowledge of burglars is considered (location

of fence, friend’s residence, or other recreation sites) the search pattern is less directional

but a distinct directional bias is still present.

1.4. Data

Throughout this Dissertation, multiple analysis, experiments and results will be

discussed, but the entire Dissertation uses a single source as the data-set. Rather than

describe this dataset multiple times, it is introduced here.

7 The second edition of their work, Rengert and Wasilchick (2000) performed the same analysis.

a) Strong directionality preference b) Weak directionality preference

Figure 2 – Weak vs. Strong Directionality Preference from Home
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The incident-based data used in the analyses below are extracted from the Royal

Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)’s Police Information Retrieval System (PIRS) in British

Columbia. British Columbia is Canada’s western-most province, bordering the U.S. states

of Alaska, Washington, Idaho, and Montana and the Canadian province of Alberta. British

Columbia has approximately 4 million residents and a total of 186 police jurisdictions. The

dominant police force in British Columbia is the RCMP, responsible for policing 174 of the

186 British Columbia police jurisdictions and 67 percent of the provincial population,

approximately 2.7 million persons8. Because of the variety of jurisdictions, the RCMP

patrol urban, suburban, and rural areas. All data are extracted from August 1, 2001

through July 31, 2006. The files contain for these five years the complete set of incidents

dealt with by the RCMP. Within these files, there are details regarding the offence event,

such as location and type of crime. Linked to the events are the people involved in the

event, their role, and home address, amongst others.

The PIRS database contains information for approximately 5 million negative

contacts with the police involving approximately 9 million individuals (offenders, victims,

complainants, and witnesses) over the five available years. Despite the PIRS database

being so large and there being 174 different police jurisdictions reporting to it, they are

tabulated from one police agency or reporting body. Unlike the National Incident Based

Reporting System (NIBRS) database that combines data from thousands of enforcement

agencies, the RCMP data minimize inconsistencies in reporting of criminal incidents.

The model was implemented in Visual Studio 2008, with the data retrieved from

DB2, and various mathematical calculations being passed over to Matlab 2009a’s K-

Means implementation.

1.5. Notation

Some common notation used throughout the Dissertation is introduced. First, the

Activity Space for each offender ݑ is comprised of their Activity Nodes, crime locations

8 The remaining police jurisdictions include Abbotsford, Central Saanich, Delta, Esquimalt,
Nelson, New Westminster, Oak Bay, Port Moody, Saanich, Vancouver, Victoria, and West
Vancouver - Esquimalt merged with Victoria after the data time frame ended.
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and home location. Home, although an Activity Node in itself, is central to the offender,

and is hence is treated uniquely. Let offender ݑ have ݍ nodes in their Activity Space,

represented as ܰ௨

ൌ ሼ݊ ௨

ଵǡ݊ ௨
ଶǡǥ ǡ݊ ௨


}. Further, let offender ݑ have  crimes, represented as

௨ܥ

ൌ ሼܿ ௨

ଵǡܿ ௨
ଶǡǥ ǡܿ ௨


}. Finally, let an offender have a single home location9 denoted simply

as ℎ. For example, referring to Figure 3, offender ݑ has two node locations ܰ௨
ଶ ൌ ሼ݊ ௨

ଵǡ݊ ௨
ଶ}

along with four crime locations ௨ܥ
ସ ൌ ሼܿ ௨

ଵǡǥ ǡܿ ௨
ସ}, while offender ݒ only has a single node

location ܰ௩
ଵ ൌ ሼ݊ ௩

ଵ}, they have three crime locations ௩ܥ
ଵ ൌ ሼܿ ௩

ଵ, ௩ܿ
ଶǡܿ ௩

ଷ}.

Since all nodes, crime and home locations are spatial in nature, let each point on

a map be represented by an ሺݔǡݕሻcoordinate. Thus, for example, let a node ݆of offender

ݑ be represented as ௨݊

, and be located at ሺ݊ ௨ǡ௫


ǡ݊ ௨ǡ௬


). Similarly, let a crime scene ݅for

offender ݑ be located at ሺܿ ௨ǡ௫
 ǡܿ ௨ǡ௬

 ). Home ℎ is located at (ℎ௨ǡ௫, ℎ௨ǡ௬).

9 This is a limitation of the model presented in this Dissertation.

Figure 3 – Home Locations, Nodes, Activity Space and Activity Paths
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2. Individual Offender Directionality Patterns

The model, Directionality-based Activity Space Creator (DASC), presented in this

Dissertation attempts to reconstruct the entire Activity Space for offenders based on their

home and crime locations. It is composed of three separate steps. First, the Activity Paths

leading away from the offender’s home need to be found (Chapter 4). Second, given the

Paths of all offenders, the Nodes need to be located (Chapter 5). Third, the Activity Space

is reconstructed (Chapter 6). Before that however, it must be confirmed that patterns exist

in offender movement both on the individual (this Chapter) and aggregate level (Chapter

3). If an individual offender’s crimes are distributed in random directions, with respect to

home, and not along Paths, then finding aggregate patterns will be very difficult. Without

both present, finding the Nodes the offenders are attracted to would be a random process.

However, if offenders’ movements do have patterns, then knowing those patterns it might

be possible to predict the end-points (Activity Nodes) that they are travelling towards and

with that, reconstruct the Activity Space.

This Chapter focuses on analyzing offenders’ directional movement, with respect

to home, on the individual level. The next Chapter focuses on the aggregate patterns.

First, existing work is discussed (Chapter 2.1) followed by the proposed method of

measuring the directionality preference: the Crime Activity Angle (Chapter 2.2). Real and

randomized base-line data is used (Chapter 2.3) for determining whether there is

directionality preference for offenders (Chapter 2.4). Finally, the results are discussed

(Chapter 2.5) and this Chapter concluded (Chapter 2.6).

This Chapter is an adaptation of Frank, Andresen and Brantingham (2012).

2.1. Existing Work

Figure 2 (pg. 12) above shows two different Activity Spaces. In the case of strong

directionality (Figure 2a), the vast majority of a person’s activities are contained within a

small angle. As such, if the crime is (partially) the result of opportunities that arise because

of non-criminal activities, such a person’s criminal activities will also be contained within a
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small angle. In the case of weak directionality (Figure 2b), this person’s activities are in all

directions such that a-priori no directional bias can be expected.

A consequence of considering these two forms of Activity Space is that the

strength of directionality, in general, is going to depend on the relative frequency of strong

and weak directionality in the Activity Spaces found in the general population. However, if

the majority of peoples’ activities are concentrated along one particular vector (work or

recreation, for example), directionality will be present. This, of course, is an empirical

question. Rengert and Wasilchick (1985) provided the first piece of research to investigate

empirically the strength of directional bias in criminal behaviour, specifically burglary10.

They find that more than 50% of burglary crimes occur within a 45° angle from the home

location of the offender (that is, 12.5% of the potential use of space).

Following this initial work by Rengert and Wasilchick (1985), there has been

relatively little research on the issue of directionality in criminological research; in fact,

there seems to be only five other pieces of research on this subject-matter. Immediately

following the work of Rengert and Wasilchick (1985), Castanzo et al. (1986) test whether

offenders who live near one another travel in the same direction to commit their offences.

They find that regardless of the crime classification, offenders who live close to one

another move in similar directions to commit their offences. Only considering serial

homicide, Godwin (2001) and Lundrigan and Canter (2001) find that serial murderers are

directionally biased for not only target selection, but also the disposal of bodies. Goodwill

and Alison (2005), investigated serial homicide, rape, and burglary, and not only found a

strong directional bias, but that the strength of this directional bias varied by crime type: it

was strongest for burglary, then rapists, and murderers - the majority of burglars and

rapists selected their targets within a 90° angle away from home.

The difficulty with this discussed research, particularly the very early work, is the

size of their samples. Though the small samples used in these papers may indeed be

representative of criminal directionality, it is difficult to make any claims of generalizability.

Wiles and Costello (2000) was the first paper to investigate the travel patterns of offenders

with a large sample of offenders (approximately 19,000). They found that offenders do

10 The second edition of their work, Rengert and Wasilchick (2000) performed the same analysis.
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have a directional bias towards urban

areas, but there is no indication of the

strength of that bias.

This Chapter will perform a similar

investigation, but on repeat offenders in the

Province of British Columbia. Before that

however, the method of measurement for

directionality is described.

2.2. Methods: Measuring
Directionality

Typically, the center of each person’s environment is assumed to be the home

(Horton and Reynolds, 1971), with most of our time spent at a number of Activity Nodes

(home, work, school, recreation sites, entertainment, and shopping) and the pathways

between them (roads and walkways). With home location being the center of the Activity

Space, and the crimes spread around it, the method presented in this Dissertation for

measuring the strength of the directionality preference uses the smallest angle required

to enclose all of the crime locations, with home being at the vertex. Let the “smallest angle

required” be termed the Crime Activity Angle (CAA), illustrated in Figure 4. If the crime

locations show a strong directionality preference (as in Figure 5a), then the CAA value

would be relatively small. If however crime locations are spread evenly around the home

location (Figure 5b) this would imply no directionality preference, and thus result in a large

CAA value.

In an effort to eliminate outliers significantly influencing the CAA, a parameter 

(where Ͳ൏ ൏ ͳͲͲ) was used to denote the percentage of crimes that must be included

in the CAA. The CAA will be positioned such that the vertex of the CAA is the home

location of the offender, and is then oriented such that the size of the angle is as small as

possible, while still capturing  percent of the offences by that individual. The larger the

value of , the larger the CAA has to be in order to accommodate the larger percentage

Figure 4 – Crime Activity Angle (CAA)
for an individual offender.
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of offence locations it needs to capture. For example, Figure 6 illustrates three different 

values, and their corresponding CAA.

2.3. Data

The CAA alone does have meaning, as it would illustrate the directionality

preference for individuals. However, the CAA is much more meaningful if compared to a

CAA calculated from a dataset known not to have any directionality preference: a

randomized dataset generated from a uniform distribution of crimes (called the “baseline”).

Thus, the CAA is derived for each offender from a real dataset (Chapter 2.3.1), and then

compared to a CAA derived from a randomized baseline dataset (Chapter 2.3.2). The CAA

value on both datasets were calculated with values ranging for 50 to 100, then compared

with each other, as well as between CAA values with different .values If the CAA derived

a) Strong directionality preference b) Weak directionality preference

Figure 5 – CAA with Weak and Strong Directionality Preferences

a) = 60% b) = 80% c) = 100%

Figure 6 – CAA calculated for various p values.
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from a real dataset is much smaller than the CAA derived from the baseline dataset, then

it could be concluded that offenders do have directionality preference.

2.3.1. Crime Data

A breakdown of the percentages of offenders that had different numbers of crime

trips is shown in Figure 7. Immediately evident from this Table is that the vast majority of

offenders had been charged with 2 or 3 burglaries. Though there are offenders with more

than 10 crime trips, these offenders consist of 2.2% of the data. Therefore, their inclusion

or exclusion has little quantitative impact on the results below.

In addition to the data for all of British Columbia, Canada, the analysis included

two municipalities within the Metro Vancouver region (Coquitlam and Surrey) and one

municipality outside the Metro Vancouver region (Prince George) - the selection of these

municipalities is primarily because they contain a large number of criminal incidents.

Coquitlam is a city of approximately 115,000 persons, whereas Surrey is a city of

approximately 400,000 persons and Prince George is a city of 71,000 persons. Aside from

their size, these three municipalities each have very different urban forms.

Both municipalities within Metro Vancouver have urban sprawl, light industry, strip

development and malls, apartments, and single family dwellings, but the locations of these

facilities are quite different for each municipality. Coquitlam essentially has one

commercial district centred on a large shopping area. The area also contains a major

transportation hub, and direct train-line to downtown Vancouver, a library, a college

campus and a sports complex. This commercial district not only attracts residents of

Coquitlam, but residents from neighbouring municipalities because of its size. In contrast,

Surrey has multiple commercial districts and regional shopping areas, each large enough

to attract residents from neighbouring municipalities as well. Of course, this is in part

because of Surrey’s greater population. However, the importance of this comparison is to

investigate the impact of urban form on directionality. Prince George is included to provide

a more rural example of the importance of directionality. A priori, it was expected that

offender residents of Coquitlam will exhibit a stronger degree of directionality than their

counterparts in Surrey and Prince George because there is essentially only one place to
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go in Coquitlam. In Surrey, offender residents may have just as strong a directionality

preference if they consistently select one area for their criminal activities. However, with

greater choice in targets we expect a weaker directionality preference, in the aggregate.

2.3.2. Baseline Data

To highlight the significance of the real results, a synthetic baseline dataset was

created that was known not to have any directionality preference. The baseline dataset

consisted of 100,000 simulated offenders, each having a randomly generated X-Y

coordinate for the home location. The number of crimes associated to each offender was

randomly determined, but was set between 4 and 21. Finally, each crime had a randomly

generated X-Y coordinate associated to it to determine the location of the event. Though

in this dataset it is possible for the location of the event to be placed in an unrealistic

location such as in the middle of a lake or on top of a mountain, this is not problematic for

Number of Trips Offenders Burglaries % Offenders % Burglaries
2 1618 3236 61.7 39.8
3 482 1446 18.4 17.8
4 223 892 8.5 11
5 87 435 3.3 5.4
6 56 336 2.1 4.1
7 34 238 1.3 2.9
8 28 224 1.1 2.8
9 17 153 0.6 1.9

10 19 190 0.7 2.3
11 11 121 0.4 1.5
12 5 60 0.2 0.7
13 9 117 0.3 1.4
14 4 56 0.2 0.7
15 1 15 0.0 0.2
16 2 32 0.1 0.4
17 5 85 0.2 1.0
18 1 18 0.0 0.2
19 3 57 0.1 0.7
20 1 20 0.0 0.2
21 1 21 0.0 0.3
22 3 66 0.1 0.8
23 6 138 0.2 1.7
24 1 24 0.0 0.3
25 2 50 0.1 0.6
28 1 28 0.0 0.3
31 1 31 0.0 0.4
37 1 37 0.0 0.5

Total 2622 8126 100 100

Figure 7 – Number of offenders vs. their numbers of crime
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the analysis at hand. This is because the concern was with the direction the offenders

move, not the location itself. In total 1,000,000 simulated offence locations were

generated.

Because the randomly created simulated baseline dataset, it was known that there

is no directionality preference present. Therefore, if the results of the analysis on this

baseline dataset are similar to the real dataset, it would imply that directional preference

does not exist in offender activity. However, if significant differences do exist, then it can

be concluded that actual offender activity does exhibit directionality preferences.

If there is no directionality preference and all crime locations are scattered equally

around the home location, then the expected size of the CAA can be calculated

mathematically using:

size of CAA =
ܿ)360° − 1)

ܿ

where ܿ is the number of crimes for the offender. For example, in order to enclose 50%

(= ( of 20 (= )ܿ crime locations that are randomly distributed, the expected size of the

angle is 162°. However, if the crime locations are not randomly distributed and they show

clustering, then the actual size of the CAA cannot be calculated mathematically, but will

be smaller than the equivalent CAA in the randomized dataset.

2.4. Results

In order to establish that there is directionality preference evident for offenders, the

results for all offenders from British Columbia are compared to the randomized model.

Following this, two municipalities (Coquitlam and Surrey) within the Metro Vancouver and

one outside of Vancouver (Prince George) are compared to see how the urban form

impacts this directionality preference.

2.4.1. Is there a Directionality Preference?

In order to measure the effect of directionality preference for the entire population

of offenders, the p value was initially set to 50%, then the size of the CAA for each
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individual was computed. The cumulative number of offenders, from both datasets, who

have a CAA less than an angle of specific size was then plotted, see Figure 8.

Evident from Figure 8, the curves produced for the two datasets are different. For

half the population a CAA size of 20° is required in order to capture 50% (50=) of their

crimes. If no directionality preference is present, as is the case for the randomized dataset,

the size of the CAA turned out to be 40°. This is a difference of a factor of two. From

another perspective, if there was no directionality preference, based on the randomized

dataset, it would be expected that about 55% of the population have a CAA less than 45°;

however, in reality 78% of the population satisfy this constraint. This clearly indicates that

there is a significant difference between the expected directionality preference for

individuals, and what is seen in actual offender activity. Consequently, half of all criminal

activity of those in the present sample is captured by a very small CAA. In fact, only 5.5%

of the potential directions available to offenders are used by the offenders when

committing crimes.

The p value was then increased to 75% in order for the CAA to enclose a greater

portion of the crime locations. As shown in Figure 9, for half the population, there is a

difference of 31° between the expected and actual CAA sizes. For this same population,

it is expected that 16% of the population has a CAA size of 45°. However, approximately

Figure 8 – CAA of Offender vs. Size of Angle. .50=
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34% has a CAA of that size. Again, a notable difference between what was expected and

what is manifest.

Lastly, Figure 10 shows the results for ,100= in order to consider all of the

offenders’ crime locations for the construction of the CAA. As expected, the CAA has

increased substantially, but the same patterns remain: for half the population there is a

difference of 30° between the expected and actual CAA sizes. And it is expected that 15%

of the population has a CAA size of 45°, but approximately 29% have that CAA size.

Overall, these results are typical. Similar differences between actual and expected

CAA sizes were found as the  value was varied between 50 and 100. Clearly, a strong

directionality preference is present for offenders in this dataset as the two graphs were

very distinct for all  values tested.

2.4.2. Variations in directionality preference

Turning to the results for the three individual municipalities (Coquitlam, Surrey, and

Prince George), the results are notably different. Immediately apparent is that Surrey

tends to follow the same general pattern as British Columbia as a whole. In fact, when

,75= British Columbia and Surrey almost perfectly coincide, with a directionality

Figure 9 – CAA of Offender vs. Size of Angle. .75=
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preference being somewhat stronger in Surrey when .100= Prince George, on the other

hand, exhibits a lesser, though significantly different from random, directionality

preference.

As expected because of its urban form, Coquitlam does exhibit a much stronger

directionality preference (smaller CAA) than Surrey, Prince George, and British Columbia,

in general. Specifically, when 50= the CAA required to capture half of those crime

locations is approximately two-thirds of the CAA for British Columbia and Surrey.

However, despite this notable decrease in the CAA, the entire curve for Coquitlam (Figure

8) follows the same pattern as for British Columbia and Surrey - the curve is more jagged

simply because there are fewer repeat offenders in Coquitlam. When  is increased to 75,

Figure 9, not only does Coquitlam continue to have a significantly smaller CAA than British

Columbia and Surrey, but the pattern of the curve is different. As the percentage of the

repeat offender population is increased (y-axis), the CAA required to capture 75% of their

crimes does not increase proportionately as with British Columbia and Surrey. And when

,100= Figure 10, all of the curves follow the same general pattern, with a brief exception.

In Coquitlam, a CAA of 80° is required to capture 50% of all their crime locations; in Surrey

and British Columbia, those CAAs are approximately 100° and 93° respectively. This result

Figure 10 – CAA of Offender vs. Size of Angle. .100=
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shows a very strong directionality preference for a significant portion of repeat offenders

in Coquitlam.

As discussed above, this stronger directionality preference within Coquitlam is

expected due to Coquitlam having a single city center, but the magnitude (lower CAA) is

of particular interest. This result implies that despite the presence of a directionality bias,

the availability of more target areas (Surrey) does lead to more spatial diversification in

repeat offender activity. Consequently, spatial behaviour is a function of the urban form it

operates within (Horton & Reynolds, 1971).

2.5. Discussions

Place has been clearly shown to matter for predicting actual crime locations.

Whether an analysis considers place attributes such as hot spots, routine Activity Nodes,

or the pathways between them it is known that crime is neither randomly nor uniformly

distributed across space. It’s also known that offenders, on average, commit their crimes

close to home (Wiles & Costello, 2000; Rossmo, 2000; Felson, 2002). With regard to

distance, understanding directionality may be used to identify suspects: not only is the

offender likely to live “close by”, but also from a particular direction. This potentially allows

investigators to use their local knowledge of the built environment to predict where the

offender came from. In the context of place, directionality may also be used to identify the

establishment of developing crime generators and crime attractors (Brantingham &

Brantingham, 1995). If the directional bias of offenders is monitored, places that are

developing as crime generators and crime attractors may become the targets of crime

prevention initiatives to prevent these places from becoming hot spots. Such crime

prevention initiatives are classified as “secondary” according to the primary-secondary-

tertiary (PST) model of crime prevention (Brantingham & Faust, 1976) because they

identify and intervene at places before they become a problem.

As with any analysis, this has its limitations. First and foremost, the analysis is

based on police data. Though, because of the nature of the crime, burglary has a high

reporting rate to the police, it also has a low clearance rate - approximately 8 to 9% over

the study period, with little variation year to year. Consequently, the data used for analysis
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contains a small fraction of the actual number of burglars. It must be assumed that they

are representative. Second, as briefly discussed above, it must be assumed that the

journey to crime begins from the home. This common assumption (Horton and Reynolds,

1971) is also made in this Dissertation because the source data only contains geographic

data for the crime locations and the home addresses of the burglars. Last, it is only

possible to identify a directional bias with regard to the journey to crime, and not the

everyday activities. This is due to availability of data. If non-crime data were available, it

could be incorporated into the CAA analysis to allow for the generalization of these

conclusions. This is not problematic, but limits ability to further inform theory. Both the

geometric theory of crime (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1981, 1984, 1993) and temporal

constraint theory (Ratcliffe, 2006) predict a directional bias that is rooted in peoples’

Activity Space, more generally, not just the journey to crime.

Now that it has been shown empirically what has been known theoretically for

decades, there are a number of implications and future research directions. First, both

individual and collective directionality may be used in geographic profiling (Rossmo, 2000)

to further narrow down suspects, not just proximity. Second, if multiple offenders move

towards the same location, “crime prevention through environmental design” methods may

be better focused. And third, knowledge of offender residences and relevant directions

may be applied to explaining and predicting where crime is higher.

There however are still some open avenues of investigation into the behavior of

the CAA. First, does the strength of directionality vary with crime type? Similar to the

element of distance, it would not be expected that directionality is the same for all crime

types. Second, where/what are offenders attracted to? The distribution of opportunities

will certainly influence direction of travel. All offenders in a relatively large area may be

attracted to one location such as a shopping mall (global convergence), or offender

attractors may vary across relatively small areas (local convergence). Thirdly, how many

“directions” do offenders use? The geometric theory of crime posits multiple nodes. If a

significant portion of offenders only have one direction and there is a pattern to that

direction (most often towards a drug dealer, for example), this information may be useful

for investigative purposes. Is directionality preference related to the prolific nature of

repeat offenders? In other words, do repeat offenders become more or less directionally

biased as their number of offences increases? There is also the question of directionality
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for co-offending. The common meeting grounds probably have the major orientation for

the direction of travel. Research on way-finding supports increased directionality in well-

known areas. With offenders returning to their original targets or near them as criminality

of place and with crime attractiveness, it is possible that directionality is more pronounced

with clustering of criminal events. Understanding the street structure, the mode of

movement (pedestrian, public transit, by motor vehicle) will likely influence the

directionality/distance interaction.

2.6. Conclusions

Directionality matters. This claim has been easy to justify from a theoretical

standpoint for this element of spatial criminology, but has largely evaded empirical

verification. Though, as noted above, a small number of studies have investigated the

importance of directionality. However, these studies have either been based on small

samples or little detail is garnered from the data.

This is the first analysis of the strength of directionality in offending based on a

large incident-based dataset and varying urban forms. Through the use of a simulation of

randomized data, it was possible to quantify the magnitude of directionality preference for

repeat offenders in British Columbia, Canada. A significant difference was found between

the randomized data and actual criminal activity, along with significant differences in the

strength of directionality preference within different urban forms. Therefore, when

considering spatial decision-making for crime, directionality must be given as much

consideration as place and distance in order to understand the spatiality of criminal

incidents.

In all cases, the CAAs built from real offender data were significantly smaller than

those CAAs built from the baseline random data. This clearly indicates that individual

offenders have some degree of preference when it comes to the direction that they move

in, with respect to their home location. Just because individual offenders have their own

directionality preferences does not mean that other offenders nearby will have similar

preferences, that is, it’s not necessarily true that people living close to each other will travel

in the same direction (towards a city-center for example). If there are strong directionality
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preferences at the individual and aggregate level, then the direction from home that

offenders commit their crimes in could indicate the direction of the Paths in their Activity

Space. What is needed is an analysis of the aggregate level patterns in offender

directionality, the topic of the upcoming Chapter.
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3. Aggregate Offender Directionality Patterns

It was shown in the prior Chapter that individuals do have directionality preferences

that are significantly different from randomness. However, just because an individual has

a directionality preference, does not mean that other people have similar preferences, that

is, it’s not necessarily true that people living close to each other will travel in the same

direction (towards a city-center for example). Determining and visualizing this directional

bias is critical for understanding why a directionality bias may be present in cities. On the

basis of a reported directional bias, questions that can be asked: Are individual offenders

attracted to particular locations? Are all offenders in a neighbourhood attracted to

particular locations perhaps indicating a common Node for them? Does the strength of

directionality vary depending on where the offender lives?

Very little has been published on this topic (Chapter 3.1), but in order to understand

this problem in more detail, the work in this Chapter aims to explore these questions

through the application of different visualization techniques (Chapter 3.2). Analysis of real

world data (Chapter 3.3) seems to indicate that cities do in fact channel offenders in certain

directions, or to certain locations (Chapter 3.4). The implications of this are reflected upon

when the Chapter is concluded (Chapter 3.5).

This Chapter is an adaptation from Frank, Andresen and Brantingham (2012b).

3.1. Existing Work

One of the difficulties in the directionality research is the visualization of directional

bias. The construction of a directional bias requires the calculation of a geometry, based

on reported occurrences that fall within a circumscribed angle in relation to a specific

location: the percentage of crime trips that fall within a 45° angle from the home, for

example. Visualizing this directionality bias is critical for understanding why a directionality

bias may be present in the first place. Consequently, visualization in this research is a

stepping stone to the analysis of directionality. On the basis of a reported directional bias,

questions can be asked: are individual offenders attracted to particular locations? Are all
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offenders attracted to particular locations? Does the strength of directionality vary from

place to place?

Castanzo et al. (1986), tested whether or not offenders who live close to one

another travel in the same direction when committing their offenses. The authors found

that offenders living close to one another consistently moved in similar directions to

commit their offenses, regardless of the crime classification. Subsequent empirical

research employing a large sample, approximately 19,000, investigated the travel patterns

of offenders (Costello and Wiles, 2001) and found that offenders do have a directional

bias towards urban areas, but there is no indication of the strength of that bias.

More recently, GPS data has allowed for the collection of detailed movement

pattern data for people as they travel to, or through, a city. Based on data collected via

GPS, the movement of drivers (van der Spek et. al. 2009), cyclists (Marušić and Marušic, 

2012), and people during their daily commute regardless of method of travel (Neuhaus,

2009) were mapped. The maps indicated that people regularly visit city centers during

their normal routines, although the specific reason for the visit is unknown as the data was

generated by non-offending volunteers.

The difference between individual travel patterns for visitors to a city as compared

to residents to the city has also been investigated (van der Spek et. al. 2011). The result

of the study showed, again, a preference for city centers for both sets of populations,

although people familiar with the city had larger travel areas than visitors. Although recent

collections of data on the movement of people in a city provide a rich source of data for

the directionality preference of people, the sample sizes are very small, but there is some

evidence that people orient themselves towards city centers.

The same techniques as above have been applied within Criminology, a process

known as crime mapping. Crime mapping has a long history that coincides with the

geography of crime literature. Quetelet’s (1842) maps of violent and property crimes in

French Departments begins the literature of this subject. Later North American examples

include Shaw and McKay’s (1942) maps of neighborhoods in Chicago that are some of

the earliest, well-known, examples of this activity—not to mention “pin-maps” shown in

police departments, primarily on television. However, crime mapping as a common tool of
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investigation did not emerge until the 1980s with the introduction of lower cost, easy to

use computers with mapping and off-the-shelf software. These developments coincided

with the computerization of police records that allowed for its use in crime and intelligence

analysis. This aided crime analysts in identifying previously unknown, or obtaining better,

knowledge regarding patterns in crime (Chainey and Ratcliffe, 2005; Ratcliffe, 2004;

Ratcliffe and McCullagh, 2001). Though the development of crime mapping encountered

a number of hurdles, listed above, it is now well-established in the United States, Canada,

the United Kingdom, Australia, South Africa, and South America (Chainey and Ratcliffe,

2005).

Crime mapping currently has a wide variety of applications. It is used as: an

information system, recording and mapping police activity; problem-solving in crime

analysis; geographic profiling of serial offenders; and program monitoring and evaluation

(Chainey and Ratcliffe, 2005). The technologies for crime mapping are evolving rapidly,

with current research being developed into the analysis of spatio-temporal crime analysis,

4D applications (Wolff and Asche, 2009), as well as the development of software and/or

extensions specifically for crime analysis: Esri’s ArcGIS11 has applications for crime

analysis, and stand-alone systems such as GeoVista’s CrimeViz.12 The mapping of

directionality, however, is all but non-existent but provides meaningful information to the

study of the geography of crime because our tendency for directional behaviour is well-

established.

Such a visualization procedure was developed and is presented in this Chapter.

This visualization procedure considers all offenders and individual criminal incidents for

entire municipalities. A total of five municipalities are used to show the varying degrees of

directionality bias and the importance of understanding place. Overall, a strong

directionality bias was found to be present; this directionality bias is explained considering

urban form, place, and criminal opportunity.

11 For Esri: http://www.esri.com/industries/public-safety/law-enforcement/
12 For GeoVista: http://www.geovista.psu.edu/
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3.2. Methods: Visualizing Directionality

The goal was to establish directional bias in criminal activity at the aggregate,

neighbourhood and city-wide level, as a consistent feature of crime data. The analysis

was conducted through mapping the directionality preference of all offenders, and then

analyzing the resulting maps.

The directionality preference of each offender was calculated using the same

Crime Activity Angle (CAA) calculation as presented in Chapter 2.2. However, rather than

focusing on the size of the CAA, the average direction to all crimes which fall into the CAA

was calculated. Let this average direction be termed the Crime Activity Average Direction

(CAAD). For example, see Figure 11 for an illustration of the average direction (CAAD) for

all crimes which fall into a CAA calculated with ൌ ͺ ͲΨ .

After the CAAD for each offender is calculated, a short arrow was constructed and

placed on a map. Each arrow’s butt was placed at the location of the offender’s home and

oriented in the direction of the CAAD. The length of the arrow was set to a specific length

Figure 11 – Average direction of crime
locations falling into a CAA with = 80%

Figure 12 – Resulting final CAAD

Figure 13 – Average direction of crime, and the corresponding colour value.
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(unit length), and was not extended to the location of the crime incident to avoid

overlapping arrows and for the clean visualization of a large number of incidents. For an

example, see Figure 12. This is a similar procedure to flow maps commonly used to

represent flows of traffic, immigration, and international trade13.

This works well where the arrows do not intersect. However, where there are too

many arrows, due to the large scale visualized on a map for example, rather than

visualizing directionality through arrows, a color scheme was adopted: arrows pointing

south, north, west and east were represented with dots of the colour green, red, blue and

yellow, respectively. This colour-scale is shown in Figure 13.

3.3. Data

From the RCMP dataset described in Chapter 1.4, property crime incidents in five

municipalities were selected. These include three within the Metro Vancouver region

(Coquitlam, Maple Ridge, and Surrey), one municipality outside the Metro Vancouver

region (Prince George), and one municipality on Vancouver Island (Nanaimo). These were

chosen to give the analysis a mixture of dense urban and suburban contexts to test the

commonality of directionality in varying types of related neighborhoods. Coquitlam and

Maple Ridge are relatively small municipalities with approximately 115,000 and 69,000

persons, respectively. Surrey, on the other hand, is a city of approximately 400,000

persons. Prince George is a municipality of 71,000 persons and Nanaimo is a municipality

of 79,000 persons.

The three municipalities in Metro Vancouver share a set of similar characteristics:

urban sprawl, light industry, strip development and malls, apartments, and single family

dwellings, but the locations of these facilities are quite different for each municipality.

Coquitlam essentially has one commercial district centered on a large shopping area. The

area also contains a major transportation hub, and direct train-line to downtown

Vancouver, a library, a college campus and a sports complex. This commercial district not

only attracts residents of Coquitlam, but residents from neighboring municipalities

13 See Dent (1999) for numerous examples of these maps.
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because of its size. Maple Ridge is one of these neighboring municipalities that is

dominantly residential, but also contains a shopping district. Maple Ridge is now

connected to both Coquitlam and Surrey through bridges. In contrast, Surrey has multiple

commercial districts and regional shopping areas, each large enough to attract residents

from neighboring municipalities. This is, in part, because of Surrey's greater population.

Prince George and Nanaimo are included to provide more non-metropolitan examples of

the importance of directionality.

3.4. Results

To investigate directional bias for multiple offenders, the resulting maps were

inspected for the similarities in arrow orientation, or color, of adjacent arrows. If similarity

of adjacent arrows is present, offenders located close to one another prefer the same

direction when traveling to crime. Five cities were used for the analysis: Coquitlam

(Chapter 3.4.1), Maple Ridge (Chapter 3.4.2), Surrey (Chapter 3.4.3), Prince George

(Chapter 3.4.4) and Nanaimo (Chapter 3.4.5).

3.4.1. Coquitlam

Criminal directional bias in Coquitlam is shown in Figure 14. It is clear with this

visualization that directional bias is quite strong in the municipality of Coquitlam. This is

particularly the case in the northeastern section of the municipality. The vast majority of

offenders are traveling towards (but not necessarily to) Coquitlam Centre, a major

shopping district in Coquitlam. Also worthy of note is that Coquitlam Centre is just one of

many shopping malls in this area. The core shopping district is three kilometres long and

up to two kilometres wide. This provides ample opportunity for the various classifications

of theft under analysis.

This opportunity is easily understood with local knowledge of the area. To the north

of Coquitlam Centre, the land use is dominantly residential. Consequently, if an offender

wishes to commit crimes other than residential burglary and automotive-related theft, a

journey must take place and the closest set of opportunities in Coquitlam is Coquitlam
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Centre and its immediate surrounding area. As shown by Kinney et al. (2008), this type of

land use is a major attractor for criminal activities.

3.4.2. Maple Ridge

The importance of regional shopping centers is more evident for Maple Ridge,

Figure 15. This visualization of directionality bias shows a western movement of offenders.

Maple Ridge and the municipality on its western border, Pitt Meadows, are dominantly

residential communities. It should not, therefore, be a surprise that the offenders in this

municipality travel toward Coquitlam in order to commit their offenses.

However, it is possible that the Maple Ridge offenders are traveling to the shopping

district in Pitt Meadows. However, close inspection of the arrows in Figure 15 reveals that

the direction of travel is dominantly northwest. If these offenders were traveling toward the

shopping district in Pitt Meadows, the direction of travel would be due west or even south

west since that is where the shopping district of Pitt Meadows is. As such, the

attractiveness of Coquitlam Centre, because of its opportunities, is strong enough to draw

offenders from another municipality and across a bridge. Of course, this cannot be stated

with certainty, but given knowledge of the area and its criminal opportunities it is likely that

offenders are traveling to the Coquitlam Centre area to search for criminal opportunities.

3.4.3. Surrey

The directional visualization for Surrey, Figure 16, is different from Coquitlam or

Maple Ridge. In fact, there is no overall directional bias for the municipality of Surrey.

Though there is no global directional bias for all offenders, the presence of a directionality

bias should not be dismissed. In contrast to Coquitlam and Maple Ridge, Surrey has seven

regional shopping centers and multiple commercial districts, each large enough to attract

offenders from neighboring municipalities. Consequently, we propose that Surrey has

local convergence areas of directional bias rather than global convergence of directional

bias. Such a proposition should not be considered purely speculation because Surrey is

four times the size of Coquitlam; in fact, the presence of a global convergence of

directional bias in such a large municipality with such a large population would be
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questionable. This is, of course, an empirical question that will be revisited later in this

Dissertation.

3.4.4. Prince George

The results for Prince George, Figure 17, are similar to those of Coquitlam. The

primary difference, though not evident from the visualization, is that movement patterns

for offenders in Prince George are driven by offenders converging in the downtown urban

area of Prince George rather than a shopping center, per se. Once again, this highlights

the importance of understanding place and criminal opportunities in efforts to understand

the geography of crime.

3.4.5. Nanaimo

Lastly, the results for Nanaimo are shown in Figure 18. The same general pattern

is present in Nanaimo, crime in the downtown urban area, though the nature of this

municipality is somewhat different. Nanaimo does contain a city center that is drawing

many offenders in its direction, but the opportunity surface in Nanaimo is far from restricted

to this city center. Rather, Nanaimo has a highway that runs through it northeast to

southwest. Much of this highway within the municipal boundaries of Nanaimo is a strip

mall. In fact, the largest shopping center in Nanaimo is located at the northern-most

boundary of the municipality. Not only is the north-end of Nanaimo home to this large

shopping center, but also the wealthier residences in the municipality. Regardless, the

“traditional” locations for criminal opportunity in this municipality remain intact, showing

the importance of path dependency in the geography of crime— geographical patterns are

difficult to disrupt.

3.5. Conclusions

This Chapter provided a procedure for visualizing the directional bias of criminal

activities. Through this visualization procedure, it was shown that most municipalities

under study exhibited a global directional bias for all offenders. In the case of Maple Ridge

and Pitt Meadows that global directional bias extends into another municipality. As such,
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this Chapter contributes to the directionality literature by showing the directionality bias of

a large number of offenders on one map. Though the information provided in these maps

is different, our visualization procedure complements the protractor method developed by

Rengert and Wasilchick (1985, 2000) well.

Evident from the Figures is that the presence of opportunity dictates the

directionality bias of offenders, particularly for those municipalities with a global

convergence of directional bias. City centers, downtown areas, and shopping districts

disproportionally draw offenders to them because of criminal opportunity. As such, the

geography of land use is an important factor in understanding crime patterns (Kinney et

al., 2008).

Further research on directionality should be undertaken in a number of areas. First,

because of the large number of observations in the present data set, the strength of

directionality may be investigated using relatively fine crime classifications. This is

particularly important for crimes with relatively low incidence rates. Such an investigation

may not necessarily generate mappable output, but would allow for the quantification of

directional bias in criminal activities. Second, an empirical investigation into global versus

local convergence is in order. If the appearance of randomness in Surrey can be explained

considering local convergence of directional bias, understanding local criminal

opportunities is critical for understanding the geography of crime. And third, micro-level

analyses of directional bias are necessary to investigate the importance of direction for

individual offenders. Such investigations may consider if offenders have more than one

directional preference (on the way to work, and on the way to school, for example), or

whether or not directional bias driven by highly specific crime attractors and generators

(Brantingham and Brantingham, 1995) or more general area characteristics. Finally, with

proper and available data, it would be very interesting to investigate whether these

patterns occur in the daily, non-criminal, movement of people. Since, according to theory,

the crime locations are derived from the daily commuting patterns, it follows that for crimes

to exhibit this type of directionality preferences, the underlying Paths should as well,

indicating that the Activity Spaces were formed as they are because of general

directionality preferences.
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Figure 14 – Directionality Visualization – Coquitlam
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Figure 16 – Directionality Visualization – Surrey
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Figure 17 – Directionality Visualization – Prince George
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Figure 18 – Directionality Visualization – Nanaimo
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4. How Many Ways Do Offenders Travel –
Analyzing the Activity Paths of Offenders

The model, Directionality-based Activity Space Creator (DASC), presented in this

Dissertation attempts to reconstruct the entire Activity Space for offenders based on their

home and crime locations. Before that however, the existence of individual directionality

preference had to be established (Chapter 2), as well as the establishing of aggregate

directionality preferences on the scale of cities (Chapter 3). As shown, both preferences

exist, and the directionality of crimes with respect to the home location is not a random

process. Thus, an attempt is made to use the existence of this preference to analyze and

establish the structure of the Paths in the Activity Space (the topic of the current Chapter).

Once the Paths of all offenders are located, the Nodes will be located (Chapter 5) and the

Activity Space reconstructed (Chapter 6).

Thus, this Chapter focuses solely on establishing the Paths in the Activity Space.

First, existing work is discussed (Chapter 4.1), followed by the proposed method of finding

the number and orientation of the Paths (Chapter 4.2). Real data (Chapter 4.3) is used to

analyze the Path structure for offenders (Chapter 4.4). Finally, the results are discussed

(Chapter 4.5) and this Chapter concluded (Chapter 4.6).

This Chapter is an adaptation from Frank and Kinney (2012).

4.1. Introduction

According to Crime Patterns Theory, the determining factor for the location of each

crime is not random, but is influenced by the familiarity of the area based on Activity Space.

Following this logic, if there are many Activity Paths, then the offender has many Nodes

in their Activity Space, spread out across multiple directions, like the spokes of a bicycle

wheel. However, if an offender has only a very few Activity Paths, then this would imply

that the Activity Space only contains a few Nodes. Do offenders have few Paths, or many?

If an offender commits n crimes, do they commit it in n different directions along n different

Activity Paths, or are multiple crimes laid out along a few Activity Paths? Is there a pattern
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in the number of directions across various crime types, or prolific offenders with various

numbers of crimes?

These questions have significant meaning when profiling offenders. Profiling is a

way of using the attributes of a crime, or crime location, to determine likely areas where

the offender could be. Crimes happen in areas known to offenders, which could be along

the paths or close to the nodes in their Activity Space. Knowing the location of the crime,

the likely nodes in the neighbourhood, and information about the paths of offenders in the

region, it would be possible to narrow down the likely suspects for a new crime by looking

at only those offenders whose paths intersect with the new crime location. From another

perspective, if the police want to catch someone while they are committing a crime, they

could position themselves in the Activity Space of the offender, between the offender's

home location and their attractor towards which they move. Can the orientation of these

paths be determined empirically from the set of crime locations of an offender, and does

this pattern change by crime-type or number of crimes?

This Chapter contributes to this research by focusing on the directionality

component of Activity Paths and analyzes these paths in order to understand how they

vary for various types of offenders and for offenders committing various numbers of

crimes. Techniques from the field of data-mining are applied to each offender’s set of

crime locations, and directions leading up to them, in order to consolidate all of the

directions into only a few Activity Paths. By analyzing the Activity Spaces of various

offenders to determine the number of Activity Paths that they have, this paper contributes

to a better understanding of Crime Patterns Theory and Activity Spaces.

4.2. Methods

Given a set of offenders, their home and crime event coordinates; the goal is to

find out how many Activity Paths each offender has. Multiple crimes could be the result of

the offender travelling along multiple Paths in their Activity Space. However, prolific

offenders could have multiple crimes roughly heading towards the same Node (see Figure

19a). It is not likely that this offender has different Paths to each of their criminal

destinations, but rather that there is a single Path that goes near all of the offenses for that
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offender (Figure 19b). Thus, in general, instead of there being a unique Path for each

offense location, it is expected that some crimes are the result of a single Path.

One possible solution to the problem is to look for clusters in space, where there

is a spatial cluster, there is an Activity Path leading there. This approach however is not

correct. It is possible that the crime locations are in a similar direction, but spread out in

space, and hence do not form a spatial cluster. In Figure 20, for example, a spatial

clustering algorithm would most likely detect approximately five spatial clusters (shown in

circles) although it is clear that those five spatial clusters are the result of only two Activity

a) Individual Paths
(one to each

crime location)

b) The corresponding
Cardinal Direction

Figure 19 – Individual vs. Aggregate
Paths

Figure 20 – Crimes spread out around
home. No clustering spatially, but

clustered directionality-wise.

a) Mapping of crime
locations to the unit circle

b) Crime locations mapped
to the unit circle

c) Cluster centers and
directions for the

Activity Paths
identified.

Figure 21 – Finding Activity Paths
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Paths (shown as arrows). Additionally, the four crimes towards the lower right do not form

any spatial clusters, but they are the result of a single Activity Path. The reason why spatial

clustering is not a valid approach in detecting Activity Paths is because the different

clusters (referring to Figure 20a) are at various distances away from the central node.

Spatial clustering is implicitly distance-based, whereas finding the directions for the

Activity Paths requires direction-based clustering.

4.2.1. Directionality-Based Clustering

In this Chapter, each offender is analyzed separately, to determine the number of

Activity Paths each of them have. Each offender’s crime locations, denoted as ௨ܥ


=

{ ௨ܿ
ଵ, ௨ܿ

ଶ, … , ௨ܿ


} are mapped relative to their home address ℎ = (ℎ௨,௫, ℎ௨,௬). To remove

distance from consideration, each crime location ݅ for offender ,ݑ located at ௨ܿ
 =

൫ܿ ௨,௫
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ଶ
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This results in a crime location which is exactly 1 unit away from the home location

(Figure 21a and b). At this stage in the process, distance becomes irrelevant as all the

crimes are repositioned so that they are at a unit distance from home. Points along the

same general direction which might originally not be clustered spatially due to their large

difference in distances from home, will now be clustered (Figure 21c). An appropriate

clustering algorithm can be applied in order to find the cluster centers.

For this Dissertation, K-Means (Kanungo et al., 2002) is used as it is a relatively

easy-to-understand and efficient clustering algorithm. Given as input a set of 2-

dimensional points ( ௨ܿ,௫
 ′, ௨ܿ,௬

 ′), and k, the number of clusters, K-Means works as follows.

To initialize the algorithm, k points (called seed-points) are randomly selected from the
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dataset. These become the cluster centers and each data-point is associated to its nearest

cluster-center. The centroid of each of the clusters is then calculated and becomes the

new cluster center. This process is repeated until the clustering converges, that is, the

cluster center does not change from one iteration to the next. Each clustering result

contains an error-rate, which measures the closeness of the cluster-center to the cluster-

members.

Since K-Means is a heuristic algorithm, selecting an optimal solution at each

iteration without knowledge of the global optimum, it is not guaranteed to converge to the

global optimum. In order to decrease the chance of a sub-optimal solution, 20 runs of the

algorithm are evaluated, each time with a different initial set of seed-points. Then the run

with the best optimal solution, i.e. lowest error rate, is taken as the final clustering solution.

A drawback of this method is that the number of clusters is not known a-priori. Rather than

taking a wild guess, the method presented in this Dissertation attempts clustering with

multiple number of clusters, one after the other. The number of clusters, k, initially is set

to 2, and then incremented up to n, with n being the number of crimes for that offender,

until the error rate drops below 0.1. At this point the clustering is assumed to be good with

k clusters.

4.2.2. Distance Measure

The Activity Path of the journey to crime can be viewed in multiple ways. Most

studies (see Rengert & Wasilchick, 1985; Van Koppen & De Keijser, 1997; Phillips, 1980

for examples), including the analysis presented in this Dissertation, uses the direct path

(also known as crow’s flight) between two points. As an alternative method, the rectilinear

distance, also known as taxicab geometry or Manhattan distance, can be used to

approximate distances along the grid-like patterns found in urban areas (Krause, 1987).

Finally, the road-network itself can be used to determine the distance an automobile would

need to travel between two points.

The method presented in this Dissertation relies on the distance component being

removed from consideration before clustering is done to determine the directions of

movement for an offender. With rectilinear distances, and identically with distances along

the road-network, the normalization required for directionality-based clustering cannot be
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performed uniquely. On Figure 22, for example, using the crow’s flight distance measure,

moving the crime location C such that it is a unit distance away from home H would place

it onto the unit circle (shown in red) at a unique point (shown as a star). However, using

either rectilinear or road-network distance would yield many potential paths between H

and C (two such equally likely paths are shown), and thus result in a probabilistic

normalization. The subsequent clustering would then need to be performed on a

probabilistic set of points, rather than a uniquely determined set of points as with crow’s

distance. Thus, although rectilinear or road-network distances both present a distance

measure which better mimics human movement in real life, they introduce very difficult

problems into the model, and hence are left for future work. This is not to say that crow’s

flight distance measure is weak. Many people do navigate based on direction, and then

select their path which leads them in that general direction (Brown et al., 1971; Adams,

1969).

4.3. Data

Using the same dataset described in Chapter 1.4, for this study, only the crimes

and the people associated to those specific crimes were studied. Information about

vehicles and business were not used. The data was restricted to all crimes occurring

between August 1, 2001 and July 31, 2006. Linkages exist between the crimes and

persons table, thus all the people involved in any given crime were identified. If a person

is involved in multiple crimes (that is, they are a repeat offender), they will have multiple

Figure 22 – Two different Paths from Home (H) to Crime (C) locations

H

C

1

Path 1

Path 2
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records in the persons table. The data was retrieved in the form of database records which

were then used to establish the crime locations for each individual offender.

The crime events, hereafter called just crimes, were classified into numerous

categories, ranging from murder to traffic offenses. Each crime was labeled with one of

multiple crime types, such as murder, theft, or speeding. This field denotes what type of

crime took place at that crime, and was a required field for all crimes. There were over 50

large groups containing in total over 200 types of crimes, but for the purposes of this

Dissertation, the 4 most important groups were taken:

- serious crimes: crimes against the person, such as (attempted) murder, assault,
abduction

- property crimes: crimes against property, such as breaking and entering or theft

- moral crimes: such as prostitution, arson, child porn, gaming, breach

- drug crimes: such as trafficking, possession, import/export

Most of the crimes also had associated to it an address where the crime occurred.

For the people involved in each crime, the relevant attributes for this model include

the full name (first, last and middle), home address and the type of their involvement in

the crime. People having the same name were assumed to be the same person. Linked

to each person was the set of crimes, along with the type and location of the crime, that

they were involved in. If the location specified in the database was invalid and could not

be assigned an X-Y coordinate, the location was ignored for the analysis. Although for this

specific study no other information about offenders was available, such as the location of

their work or other activities, this type of data could have been used to enhance the

model’s accuracy.

4.4. Results

The dataset was queried and the set of all offenders who were charged,

chargeable, or charges were recommended against them were retrieved. This resulted in

544,000 crimes retrieved from the database. The dataset was further filtered to include

only those offenders who had a proper address both for their home location and their crime

location. An additional filter was placed on the dataset to restrict the set of offenders to
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only those with more than a single crime. The result was 57,962 unique offenders with a

total of 189,682 crimes. Each offender had between 2 and 106 crimes associated to them,

with an average of 3.27 crimes per offender and a median of 2 crimes. The distribution of

crimes per offender is shown in Figure 23.

For each person, their corresponding crimes were remapped to be a unit away

from home location in the same direction as the original crime. K-Means clustering was

then applied to the crime locations, and an attempt was made to cluster the crime locations

using k clusters, where k was incremented from 2 to the number of crimes for that specific

offender. The clustering which resulted in the overall lowest error rate was selected as the

clustering for that offender. This resulted in a variable number of clusters per offender,

ranging from 1 cluster to 13, with an average of 2 clusters per offender. Each cluster

represents the number of Activity Paths for that offender.

4.4.1. All Crimes

All offenders and all their crimes were analyzed first. The vast majority of offenders

(~30,000) had exactly 2 crime clusters associated to them, indicating that when they

committed a crime, they preferred one of only two paths away from home. 17,088

offenders had only a single cluster indicating only a single Activity Path along which they

committed crimes. Given that there were only 57,962 offenders, this means that 80.2% of

all offenders have at most 2 Activity Paths when they travel along their journey to offend.

Figure 23 – Number of Offenders and their crimes
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This however takes into account those clusters (Activity Paths) which have only a

single crime in them. If a single crime, directionality wise, is far away from the others, no

clustering algorithm will merge it into another cluster; hence it will have a cluster of its own.

This makes intuitive sense; however, a single crime location does not necessarily indicate

that the offender actually prefers that direction. Thus the analysis was repeated with the

singleton clusters removed. This restriction yielded 36,619 offenders and significantly

changed the distribution of the number of clusters per offender. Now, instead of 80%

having two directionality clusters, over 81% of the offenders have a single Activity Path

along which they offend (Figure 24, with blue line including all crimes, red line with

singletons removed). Over 99.2% of the offenders have at most 4 Activity Paths. While

the vast majority of offenders only committed 2 crimes along those Activity Paths, ~50 of

the offenders committed more than 5.

The above is the scenario where the minimum number of crimes per offender,

simply denoted as ݉ , is 2. The analysis was repeated for ݉ crimes (Figure 25). A similar

pattern, although a fewer number of offenders – as expected – was observed. The pattern

in the graphs however is almost identical. When all crime clusters are considered (that is,

including those that consist of singleton clusters), the vast majority of offenders (42.8%)

have 2 directionality clusters, and 30.4% of the offenders have 3. In total, including the

10.8% of offenders who have a single Activity Path, 84% of the offenders have 3 or less

Activity Paths.

An almost identical pattern is observed when offenders with more than 3 crimes

(݉ =4) are analyzed (Figure 26). The numbers are smaller due to the increasing minimum

number of crimes for this group of people. These offenders are repeat offenders, and there

are less of them than non-repeat offenders. The majority of people who commit more than

3 crimes have 3 Activity Paths along which they commit crimes, which is more than the 2

Activity Paths observed when looking at all offenders. However, when singleton clusters

are removed, the scenario is back to where it was originally: the majority of the offenders

have a single Activity Path.

Thus far, the pattern is relatively clear: When looking at all crimes of an offender,

the number of Activity Paths they have is roughly equivalent to ݉ , the minimum number

of crimes per offender. For the population with ݉ =4, there are about three Activity Paths.
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However, when the singleton clusters are removed, the typical offender has only a single

Activity Path. The picture significantly changes when ݉ is increased from 5 to 11, see

Figure 27 to Figure 33. When all clusters are considered, the number of Activity Paths

seems to stabilize around 4-5. When singleton clusters are removed, the number of

Activity Paths does not stay constant at 1, but eventually increases to 3. This is an

Figure 24 – Number of Directions per Offender

with 1+ Crimes (݉ =2)

Figure 25 – Number of Directions per Offender

with 2+ Crimes (݉ =3)

Figure 26 – Number of Directions per Offender

with 3+ Crimes (݉ =4)

Figure 27 – Number of Directions per Offender

with 4+ Crimes (݉ =5)

Figure 28 – Number of Directions per Offender

with 5+ Crimes (݉ =6)

Figure 29 – Number of Directions per Offender

with 6+ Crimes (݉ =7)
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interesting finding, as at this point the only offenders considered are those that have more

than 10 crimes. If high-repeat offenders, such as those with more than 50 crimes, have on

average 6 Activity Paths, this is a significant difference. If no directionality preference

existed, it would be expected that these offenders would have a much higher number of

Activity Paths.

4.4.2. Crimes Against Persons

Focusing only on those crimes which were committed against other people

resulted in 6,562 offenders and their corresponding crimes against other people (crimes

of another type were ignored for this analysis). Figure 34 illustrates the number of Activity

Paths for those offenders. The curves in (a), (b) and (c) illustrate the number of Activity

Paths for offenders with more than 1 (݉ =2), 5 (݉ =6) and 10 (݉ =11) crimes against other

people, respectively.

Figure 30 – Number of Directions per Offender

with 7+ Crimes (݉ =8)

Figure 31 – Number of Directions per Offender

with 8+ Crimes (݉ =9)

Figure 32 – Number of Directions per Offender

with 9+ Crimes (݉ =10)

Figure 33 – Number of Directions per Offender

with 10+ Crimes (݉ =11)
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Interestingly enough, the 3 curves shown in Figure 34 are very similar to those

shown in Figure 24, Figure 28 and Figure 33. This implies that the directionality

preferences are the same for this category of crimes as all crimes in general. When ݉ =2,

Figure 34(a), there are only 2 Activity Paths if all clusters are taken into account, but only

a single Activity Path if clusters of 1 crime are removed from consideration. Both curves

shift to the right as ݉ is increased. The shift of the two curves is not as prominent as it

was when all crimes are considered, implying that for highly repeat offenders (of serious

crimes) there are not as many Activity Paths as if all crimes are taken into account.

The number of offenders however is orders of magnitude smaller than the number

of offenders for all crimes. This could cause the curves to not follow the original curves,

since the smaller the sample size, the further the curve can be from the average and still

stay within the acceptable error rate.

4.4.3. Property Crimes

Property crimes are crimes against things, such as automobiles, and not individual

people. With 10,983 offenders and only their property crimes, the graphs (Figure 35) were

expected to be slightly different from the curves presented by all the crimes (Figure 24,

Figure 28 and Figure 33) based on the assumption that property offenders would tend to

frequent the same neighbourhood. The direction from a single home location to multiple

locations in the same neighbourhood, directionality-wise, would probably result in a small

number of Activity Paths. The results however indicate that this assumption is not true.

The curves follow the same pattern as the curves for all crimes.

4.4.4. Moral Crimes

The results are consistent for a common category of offenses referred to as moral

crime. Within this category, crimes such as prostitution, arson or child porn, for all 11,784

offenders presents similarly to other crimes against persons or property. Compare Figure

36 to Figure 34 and Figure 35. For offenders with at least 2 crimes, all crime clusters result

in 2 Activity Paths; and if singleton clusters are removed, we see the usual single Activity

Path. The curve shifts to the right in its usual pattern. The number of offenders is smaller,

but the curves follow the same pattern.
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4.4.5. Drugs

The sample size here is much smaller than for the previous experiments. The

3,148 offenders who had more than 1 drug crimes were clustered, and the curve, Figure

37(a) and (b), is identical in nature to the previous corresponding curves. Since the dataset

is small, the clustering breaks down when 10+ drug crimes (݉ =11) is analyzed, Figure

a) with 1+ Crimes a) with 1+ Crimes

b) with 5+ Crimes b) with 5+ Crimes

c) with 10+ Crimes c) with 10+ Crimes
Figure 34 – Number of Directions per Serious

Offender
Figure 35 – Number of Directions per Property

Offender
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37(c). Aside from the small dataset, it seems that even drug-related offenders have the

same patterns as all the other offenders.

a) with 1+ Crimes a) with 1+ Crimes

b) with 5+ Crimes b) with 5+ Crimes

c) with 10+ Crimes c) with 10+ Crimes
Figure 36 – Number of Directions per Moral

Offender
Figure 37 – Number of Directions per Drug

Offender
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4.5. Discussion

The number of Activity Paths in the Activity Space is a key component in

determining the size and span of the Activity Space. Offenders moving about their

environment along a few Activity Paths will have their crime locations concentrated along

those paths, significantly influencing their offending patterns. The crime locations might

not be clustered spatially, but since they are along the same path, they will be clustered

directionally, using the modified K-Means clustering approach presented in this paper. The

results clearly indicate that even highly prolific offenders, those with more than 10 crimes

will commit crimes in only 3-4 directions, demonstrating that they only have 3-4 nodes (not

including their home location) within their Activity Space. This ‘ceiling’ for pathways

represents an important theoretical finding, and empirically supports the expectations of

routine and crime pattern theories that Activity Spaces are constrained (Brantingham et

al., 1993; Felson et al., 2011; Frank, Andresen, Cheng & Brantingham, 2011).

From a policing perspective, the fewer Activity Paths an offender has, the better.

An offender with a lot of Activity Paths will have a very large Activity Space, and security

measures which impact one of the Activity Spaces would most likely then displace the

offender’s crimes to another Activity Space. However, if the offender only has a single

Activity Path, then they will not have any other Activity Spaces which to displace their

crimes to if security is improved along that Activity Path. These patterns however might

vary between urban and rural settings, where urbanites can typically have many more

roads and attractors to choose from, but rural residents will have their movements

restricted to the few roads in their neighbourhoods (probably leading to the nearest larger

establishments).

Further, these results clearly demonstrate that not all spaces are created equal.

There are certain areas, or paths in general, that the offender will frequent, while other

areas will not see the offender because there are no travel paths nearby. By analyzing the

paths of all of the offenders, areas could be discovered that have a low concentration of

paths (implying that offenders do not travel near them). Properties of these areas could

be contrasted to those with a high concentration of paths (that a lot of offenders travel

near) to determine why offenders travel the directions they do. Knowledge about these

areas could help in securing the areas of high offender travel (high concentration of paths).
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For example, if the paths have a low concentration near police stations (implying offenders

do not travel near police stations), then a possible solution to those areas that do have a

high concentration of paths is to build a police station there.

The techniques presented in this Chapter to detect the directionality of Activity

Paths support the construction of a spatial profiler. The results presented in this paper

make the viability of such a profiler much stronger, since the spatial profile, built from 3-4

paths, would be more concise than if the spatial profiler has to build the profile from a

much larger set of paths. While a larger set of paths in a spatial profile would not be a

problem to the creation of the spatial profiler per se, the problem would present itself when

trying to use those profiles for any investigative purpose (such as short-listing offenders

for a new crime). In the case of a large number of paths, the spatial profile would become

very large and convoluted. A large spatial profile consisting of many paths would hinder

spatial profiling efforts because of the overlap spatial profiles for two offenders. The larger

the number of paths, the larger the expected area of overlap for any two offenders. Any

new crimes that occur in an area of overlap of two offenders would imply that the crime

could be attributed to either of the two offenders. Thus it follows that the smaller the

number of paths, the more concise the spatial profile, leading to a smaller expected

overlap of profiles between multiple offenders, and thus, for any new given crime, the

better the chances of identifying the candidate offender of a new crime because the new

crime location will intersect fewer spatial profiles. This would directly impact the accuracy

of such a spatial profiler: the number of paths for each offender is small, thus increasing

the expected accuracy of any spatial profiler.

4.6. Conclusions

The number of Activity Paths in the Activity Space is a key component in

determining the size of the Activity Space. This Chapter investigated the number of Activity

Paths for various types of crimes, and for prolific offenders of various degrees. It was found

that the number of Activity Paths, when all crime locations are considered, is

approximately the same as the minimum number of crimes for that group of offenders.

When paths with only a single crime on them are removed from consideration, the number

of Activity Paths drops to 1 in most cases, 2-4 for the much more frequent offenders. This
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pattern was investigated by breaking it down for different crime-types, but the results were

consistent all the way throughout. It was clearly seen that the number of Activity Paths

does not increase indefinitely, but seems to stabilize around 4 paths, even for the most

active of offenders. This ‘ceiling’ for pathways represents an important theoretical finding,

and empirically supports the expectations of routine and crime pattern theories that Activity

Spaces are constrained (biased according to individual offender’s preferences). For this

data, assuming each Path has an Activity Node at the end which is frequented by the

offender, this indicates that there are at most 4 Activity Nodes for each offender, in addition

to their home location.

This paper presented a method for calculating the Activity Paths by starting out

from the home location. Taking this research one step further, the restriction of starting

from home could be lifted, and pathways constructed such that they intersect, or are near,

the most number of crime locations. As such, multiple pathways could be constructed such

that each crime location belonging to a single person is covered. An intersection of the

Paths could possibly lead to the identification of the person’s Nodes in their Activity Space.

This is the topic of the next Chapter.
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5. Determining the Node Locations

In this Chapter, the next component of the Directionality-based Activity Space

Creator (DASC) model is presented. Up to now, this Dissertation established that there

are indeed individual offender directionality preferences (Chapter 2), as well as aggregate

directionality patterns spanning entire cities (Chapter 3). Further, to establish robustness

of these patterns, the Activity Path structure and orientation, with respect to the number

of crimes committed by the offender, was analyzed across different crime types (Chapter

4). The next step is to try to establish the location of the Nodes (this Chapter). DASC does

so by attempting to use information about all Activity Paths to find the areas (Nodes) within

a city where offenders typically go as part of their (normal non-criminogenic) lives, and

then assign those Nodes to the various offenders. Once the Nodes are assigned for each

offender, the collection of Nodes and the Paths that interconnect them become that

offender’s Activity Space (Chapter 6).

This Chapter focuses on finding the location of the Nodes as accurately as possible

based on just crime and home locations of offenders. First, existing work is discussed

(Chapter 5.1) followed by the proposed method of finding the Activity Nodes (Chapter 5.2).

Real data is used (Chapter 5.3) for determining where the Nodes are (Chapter 5.4).

Finally, the results are discussed (Chapter 5.5) and this Chapter concluded (Chapter 5.6).

The Chapter is an adaptation of Frank, Andresen, Cheng, and Brantingham

(2011).

5.1. Introduction

Why do offenders offend at the locations they do? According to Crime Pattern

Theory, the crimes an offender commits are going to be situated near a path in their

Activity Space, where the path leads from one node to another. So, how is the path

structured? Where is its origin? Where does it terminate? Where are the Nodes?

The end result of the previous step of DASC is a home location with one or more

Paths leading away from it, each a result of some directional clustering of crimes.
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However, the way the Activity Space is structured, each Path is terminated by a Node at

each end, say ௨݊
 and ௨݊


, with ݅and ݆denoting the starting and destination nodes of an

offender ݑ respectively. If a path starts at ௨݊
, then it is expected to terminate at ௨݊


.

However, although ௨݊
 is assumed to be the home location in this Dissertation, the exact

location of node ௨݊


is unknown.

According to Crime Patterns Theory, the Journey to Crime is not necessarily as

long as the journey to the Activity Node, but that it is in the same direction with respect to

the starting point. This implies that the Node in the Activity Space is going to be found by

continuing along the path between the known node location and the crime location. Since

the exact distance to travel along the path is unknown, the challenge is to determine how

far beyond the crime location the Node is located.

Prior research has shown that there are certain areas of a city, shopping malls for

example, where a lot of people (specifically offenders) are going towards when they

commit a crime (Iwanski et al. 2011, Frank et al. 2012). As opposed to hot-spots, which

contain a high frequency of crimes, these locations do not necessarily contain high

frequency of crimes (or any crimes for that matter), just that offenders move towards them,

and commit a crime along the way. DASC builds on this finding and assumes that multiple

offenders will be heading towards the same region of space, towards a node that is located

there. Thus DASC uses path information from all offenders to determine the exact location

of Nodes.

5.2. Methods

To determine the interesting areas in a region, DASC assumes that the more

people (offenders in this application) that move towards the area, the more interesting that

area is (from a criminological perspective). Thus, to find interesting locations, the paths of

all offenders (Figure 38a) are extended an arbitrary distance beyond their crime location,

and are intersected with the paths of all other offenders (Figure 38b). Areas with more

intersections will imply more people are oriented towards that area, hence making it more

interesting, perhaps interesting enough for a Node to be situated there.
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After these extensions are intersected, DASC then assigned each intersection of

two Paths a weight equal to the sum of the number of crimes both offenders had along

the two Paths being intersected. For example, if an offender committed 3 crimes along

that Path and another offender 4, then the intersection location was weighted 7. The idea

is that this intersection is more important than another intersection with weight 2 that was

created from two Paths where both offenders only committed one crime each. The more

crimes along the Path, the more important that particular Path is, and the more important

the end-destination along that Path. Weighing the intersections in this fashion captures

this variance in the number of crime locations along each Path, and thus its importance.

Once all intersections are calculated, K-Means (Kanungo et al., 2002) is applied

to the set of intersection points (Figure 38c). Once again, K-Means require that the number

of desired clusters be given as an input parameter to the algorithm, but in reality the

appropriate number of clusters n is unknown. To computationally determine the number

a) Establish direction of paths b) Extend Cardinal Direction to find
intersections

c) Finding Awareness Nodes by looking for clusters of intersection points

Figure 38 – Finding Awareness Nodes and Paths to find the Activity Space
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of clusters required, multiple clusterings are performed while varying n, with the idea that

regions of space which consistently contain cluster centers under different clusterings are

stable, and are the true areas of interest.

To evaluate DASC, the model was applied to repeat offenders14 residing in the city

of Surrey, a part of the Greater Vancouver Regional District in the South-West corner of

British Columbia, Canada. This city was picked specifically for this evaluation, since visual

analysis of the city’s offender residence and crime locations did not yield any patterns, but

only apparent chaotic movement (for details, see Chapter 3.4.3). At the time, it was

thought that the city’s grid patterned road-network was distorting any patterns beyond

visual recognition and this made a good test for an automatic process such as DASC.

5.3. Data

As mentioned above, the City of Surrey, a part of the Greater Vancouver Regional

District in the South-West corner of British Columbia, Canada, was chosen as the locale

for evaluating DASC due to the chaotic movement patterns observed visually within the

city. Although the city’s road-network is a grid-network, the crime locations did not at all

match expectations during an initial visual analysis.

The city, established in 1879, is the second largest city (after Vancouver) in the

Province of British Columbia, Canada, with a population of approximately 400,000

(Statistics Canada, 2010). In 2005, Surrey was named Canada’s worst city for car-theft,

with a reported 7,654 car-theft related calls-for-service to the police15, a decrease of 8.2%

from the previous year (the Vancouver Sun, 2005). The city is a suburb of Vancouver, and

thus almost half of all housing in Surrey is single-detached, according to the results of the

2006 Canadian Census Survey (City of Surrey, 2006). Average household income within

the city was approximately $73,000, but varied within the city from $45,000 (in Whalley)

to over $96,000 (in South Surrey) (City of Surrey, 2006). It is connected to near-by cities

to the North and West, and through them to Vancouver, by several bridges. The

14 A repeat offender was considered to have at least 5 offenses.

15 This number included cars recovered in the City of Surrey, but stolen elsewhere, along with those cars that were stolen
from within the borders of Surrey.
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community of South Surrey is adjacent to the border separating Canada from the United

States.

Note that although the experimental evaluation focused on the City of Surrey,

crime and offender data about Surrey and all neighbouring jurisdictions were entered into

the model. This was due to the edge-effect (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993a; Frank,

Park, Brantingham, Clare, Wuschke & Vajhollahi, 2010) where patterns near the edges

are distorted due to a lack of data on the other side of the edge. This causes results near

the edges to be underrepresented. Certain types of clustering algorithms, K-Means being

one of them, are particularly vulnerable to this phenomenon. More specifically, the result

is a tendency for the cluster centers to move inwards towards the center of the dataset if

data are removed from the edges, as shown in Figure 39. Thus, in order to displace the

edge effect to the outside of the study area, data for neighbouring cities was included.

Thus, although data outside of Surrey is part of the data for the model, the results are only

considered valid within Surrey, and not in any other city, where it’s considered unreliable

because of distortions in the clustering results due to a lack of data immediately outside

their respective boundaries.

For this study, the same dataset described in Chapter 1.4 is used, only the crimes

and the people associated to those specific crimes were studied. Information about

vehicles and businesses were not used. The data was restricted to all crimes occurring

a) Data outside the edges b) No data outside the edges

Figure 39 – Cluster centers (shown as squares) move inwards if data from edges are eliminated
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between August 1, 2001 and July 31, 2006, committed by offenders within the study area.

Linkages exist in the database between the crimes and people table, thus all the people

involved in any given crime were identified. This Chapter focuses only on property crimes,

and for only those offenders who had at least 5 offenses for which they were charged, in

the process of being charged, had charges recommended against them, or were suspects

in the offense.

For the people involved in each crime, the relevant attributes for this model include

the full name (first, last and middle), home address and the type of their involvement in the

crime. People having the same name were assumed to be the same person. Linked to

each person was the set of crimes, along with the type and location of the crime, that they

were involved in. If the location specified in the database was invalid and could not be

assigned an XY coordinate, the location was ignored for the analysis. Although for this

specific study no other information about offenders was available, such as the location of

their work or other activities, this type of data could have been used to enhance the model’s

accuracy.

For the experiments conducted for this Chapter, it was assumed that each JtC

started at the home location, that is, each Path is assumed to start at the home address

of the offender (and not one of the nodes in their Activity Space).

5.4. Results

The home and crime locations of all offenders living in Surrey and its surrounding

cities were input into DASC. This resulted in 57,962 repeat offenders (spread across all

cities). The Paths for each individual offender were found, with most of the offenders

having 3 Paths. The Paths were extended and the intersections calculated to yield

approximately 10 million intersections, which were then clustered. Since it was not known

a priori how many clusters were to be found in Surrey, clustering was done many times,

with K-Means being told to find one to ten cluster centers in each iteration. Areas with a

lot of cluster centers were assumed to show areas of high interest. The results are shown

in Figure 40.
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As stated above, cities outside of Surrey were included in the dataset to eliminate

the edge-effect from within Surrey, thus all results (cluster-centers) outside of Surrey are

deemed unreliable. This includes the small cluster-group towards the West of Surrey, and

the few isolates in the North and East. Removing those, there are three clear cohesive

cluster-groups within Surrey (shown in Figure 41).

The area around the cluster-group towards the North-West of Surrey, shown in

Figure 41a, is a major hub within the city, and contains one of Surrey’s largest shopping

malls (Central City - identified with an M in the figure), a campus of Simon Fraser

University, two Skytrain stations, some government offices and tower complexes, along

with major commercial blocks nearby. Within the group, all but two of the cluster centers

are immediately adjacent to the location of the shopping center, while the other two cluster-

centers are within one kilometer along the road-network.

Figure 40 – Cluster centers in Surrey
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Another cluster-group, towards the North-East of Surrey, shown in Figure 41b, is

a bit more spread out. One cluster-center falls right on top of Guildford Town Center,

Surrey’s largest shopping mall. While the other cluster-centers are somewhat removed

from the shopping district, they fall onto several Secondary Schools in the area. The

furthest cluster-center is approximately two kilometers away (along the road-network) from

the mall and is located at a Secondary School. It is possible that offenders whose direction

is pointing toward these locations may frequently commute to either or both of these

nodes, perhaps even as students of the Secondary School. Otherwise the entire region is

mainly low-density residential housing.

a) Central City Shopping Center b) Guildford Town Center

c) Center of Newton

Figure 41 – Neighbourhood of the cluster groups. M denotes a Shopping Mall, of which
there are only three in Surrey.
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The final cluster-group to the South, Figure 41c, is again near a shopping center

(Center of Newton) with two blocks of commercial areas and a hospital surrounding it.

Four of the cluster-centers are within a few hundred meters of the shopping center, and

the furthest cluster-center from Center of Newton only a block away, approximately 500

meters.

There was a group of four cluster-centers at the far left of Figure 40, seemingly in

the water, near an industrial area without anything significant near it. Although this cluster-

group is cohesive, like the other three, it is likely that it is distorted due to the edge-effect

and thus not in the proper location. If more data had been used in the cities outside of

Surrey, those cluster-centers would most likely have moved slightly further out from

Surrey, right into downtown New Westminster, which is located immediately one kilometer

north of the cluster-group.

5.5. Discussion

Interestingly, all three cluster-groups were in close proximity to one of the shopping

facilities in Surrey. Although there are two other shopping centers in Surrey, those did not

seem to create any cluster-centers at all, regardless of the number of clusters sought by

K-Means. The reason for this is unknown, but could be that they do not have certain

features which attract offenders, that the other three shopping centers have. Further

investigation into this phenomenon is required.

The cluster-centers were built from the Paths of offenders, implying that most

offenders moved toward a shopping center when they commit crimes. According to Crime

Pattern Theory (Brantingham et al., 1993), Activity Space is built around people’s Activity

Nodes. By looking at the cluster centers, it is clear that the major shopping centers in

Surrey are an integral part of offenders’ Activity Nodes. Because the cluster-group on the

North-West side of Surrey (near Central City) is surrounded by two Skytrain Stations, the

stations themselves may be one of the Nodes offenders frequent, perhaps in their

commute to downtown Vancouver, to which there is a direct Skytrain line.

It is interesting that most offenders commit their crimes along their journey to a

shopping center. According to the idea of crime generators and attractors (Brantingham
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et al., 1995), shopping malls can be categorized as both crime generators and crime

attractor where they are not only bringing in a large amount of people in particular places

and times for crime to occur, but are also well-known places for criminal opportunities.

Thus, other than the explanation that offenders commit their crime on their way to their

daily activity, it is also possible that some offenders intended to commit offenses in these

malls but see the opportunity during their journey to the targeted location. Another

interesting result is that by looking at the cluster-center, it may be possible to determine

some of the characteristics of the offenders who commit crime in that particular area,

narrowing down possible suspects. For instance, the cluster center on the right in Figure

41b is in between a school and a shopping mall. It is possible that offenders whose

direction points to this cluster center have a relationship with the school. They could be

students, workers, or parents from the school. By understanding the relationship between

offenders’ choice of direction and the nature of the places, it may be able to help the police

on their investigation by providing a profile of the offenders.

5.6. Conclusions

This Chapter presented an approach to find the Nodes in the Activity Space of

offenders by using Crime Pattern Theory and based on knowledge gained from the

patterns of all offenders. This was done by applying clustering techniques in a new way to

find the orientation of the Paths of each individual. Given that a crime could occur

anywhere on a Path, not necessarily at either end of it, these Paths were extended and

intersected with each other with the idea that intersections represent points where two

people are moving towards, thus, areas which contain a lot of intersections represent

areas where a lot of people want to move towards. K-Means clustering was once again

applied to determine areas of high concentrations of intersections, that is, the Nodes in

the Activity Space. Given these nodes, the profiles of the offenders can be reconstructed,

if an offender has a crime in the direction of a Node, they were most likely travelling

towards the Node when they committed their crime.

The activities of 57,962 offenders who were charged or charges were

recommended against them were used to test this idea by mapping their offense locations

with respect to their home locations to determine the directions they move in. It was found
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that, by looking at the results of various clustering parameters, offenders tended to move

towards central shopping areas in a city, and commit crimes along the way. Almost all

cluster centers were within one kilometer of a shopping center. This finding allows for the

reconstruction of the spatial profile of offenders, which will allow for narrowing the possible

suspects to new crimes.

The model does have some shortcomings, which will be the investigated after this

Dissertation. First, the edge-effect is biasing results near the edge of the city. Even though

data from the surrounding cities were included, it did not seem enough to completely

eliminate its effect from within Surrey. Second, the results presented in this Dissertation

are for a single city within the GVRD. The approach and experiments should be repeated

on several other cities to understand the patterns and attractors each city has.

Using the Nodes to reconstruct the Activity Space, as well as evaluating the

accuracy of the reconstruction is the topic of the next Chapter.
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6. Reconstructing and Using the Activity Space
to Recommend Likely Suspects

In this Chapter, the final component of the Directionality-based Activity Space

Creator (DASC) model is presented. Up to now, this Dissertation established that there

are indeed individual offender directionality preferences (Chapter 2), as well as aggregate

directionality patterns spanning entire cities (Chapter 3). The Activity Path structure and

orientation was also analyzed across different crime types (Chapter 4) to establish

robustness, after which the Activity Nodes were determined (Chapter 5). The final step is

to reconstruct the entire Activity Space for the offenders (this Chapter). DASC does so by

assigning specific Nodes to each of the Offenders, and then connecting them with Activity

Paths, yielding the Activity Space.

First, the Nodes from the previous Chapter are used to construct the Activity

Spaces of offenders (Chapter 6.1), after which the reconstructions are evaluated using a

recommendation system which recommends likely suspects for new crimes (Chapter 6.2).

Finally, the results are discussed (Chapter 6.3) and this Chapter concluded (Chapter 6.4).

This Chapter is an adaptation of Frank (2012).

6.1. Reconstructing the Activity Space

DASC, in the previous Chapter, determined the Node locations within a city using

aggregate information from all offenders in the region. Regions which contained stable

cluster centers under multiple parameter values were thought of as the true cluster

centers. These true cluster centers are the most stable areas where a lot of offenders

move towards, that is, the Nodes within the Activity Space. In the process of reconstructing

the Activity Space, given that the Nodes have been found, the next step then becomes to

determine which Nodes are relevant for each offender. This is done by analyzing which

cluster (corresponding to a Node) each of the intersections each offender’s Path belongs

to. There are three scenarios possible, all shown in Figure 42a-c, all detailed below.
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First, none of the intersections created by a given Path are assigned into any of

the true clusters (Figure 42a). Although due to the nature of K-Means, each intersection

must be assigned to a cluster, it does not mean that the intersection was actually assigned

to a true cluster center (that is, a cluster center located in a stable region). In this case,

that Path will be deemed to be unique to that individual, and hence there is insufficient

information to find the Node. This Path could be assigned to a Node by another metric, for

example, some form of nearest-node heuristic. However, for the purposes of the work

detailed in this Dissertation, these Paths are disposed of since introducing another metric

would increase the complexity of the model.

A second alternative is for some intersections on a Path to be assigned to a specific

Node, with other intersections along the same Path not being assigned to any other Node

(Figure 42b). This is the ideal outcome, indicating that the Path can uniquely be assigned

to a specific Node.

a) Path’s intersection does not belong to any
clusters

b) Path’s intersection belongs to a single
cluster

c) Path’s intersection belongs to multiple clusters

Figure 42 – Assigning Offenders to Nodes
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Finally, it is possible for the different intersections of a single Path to be members

of multiple clusters, implying that the single Path is simultaneously assigned to multiple

Nodes (Figure 42c). This type of assignment is possible and can be accommodated by

the model through partial memberships with the various Nodes. In this instance, each of

the Nodes could be a part of the Activity Space with varying strength, based on the number

of intersections that each cluster (Node) captures. This type of Activity Space

reconstruction would result in a probabilistic set of Activity Spaces for each individual

offender. As an alternative, the Node with the greatest number of intersections can be

added to the profile.

In general, however, the Path will not lead directly to the cluster center (but still be

a part of that Node’s cluster), hence once a decision is made as to which Node to assign

the Path to, the Path will be adjusted to coincide with the cluster center (Figure 43). Using

the above criteria for adding Nodes to the Activity Spaces of offenders, each offender can

have multiple Nodes assigned to them which, along with their home location(s), would

collectively create the set of Nodes for that person. Connecting all the Nodes for each

offender then creates the reconstructed Activity Space (Figure 44).

6.2. An Application in Using the Activity Spaces: A Suspect
Recommendation System

According to Crime Pattern Theory, and empirically verified (for example, see

Iwanski et al, 2011), offenders will not deviate a lot from the shortest path between their

home location and the Node they are travelling towards. DASC aims to take advantage of

this. With the Activity Space of each offender calculated, DASC was used to provide

recommendations for candidate offenders for any new crime location (Chapter 6.2.1). The

accuracy of this model is evaluated on the City of Surrey (Chapter 6.2.2) based on how

consistently the predicted short-list of offenders contained the actual offender who was

responsible for that new crime (Chapter 6.2.3).

Due to the requirement that the home locations be known when creating the Paths

for each of the offenders, DASC is best suited to recommend from the known set of

offenders. This still could complement law enforcement investigations where the offender
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is not immediately known. Rather than just ask witnesses to review the photos of prior

offenders, and search for similarities between the new crime and previous crimes (such

as modus operandi), law enforcement could use DASC to also recommend likely offenders

based on their Activity Spaces. In this sense, DASC could be a tool available to law

enforcement to complement their existing investigations, rather than replacing anything

existing. DASC should be modified to remove the restriction that the home location be

known, but this is left to future work.

Figure 43 – Reassigning the Paths to Specific Nodes

Figure 44 – Creating the Activity Space
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6.2.1. Methods

Once the Activity Space is reconstructed, the challenge becomes how to evaluate

the accuracy of the reconstruction, without confirmation from the offender directly. There

is nothing available to compare the reconstruction to. Thus, rather than evaluate the

reconstructions directly, the accuracy was determined through the use of the only clue

about their Activity Space that the offender left behind: their crime locations. To build this

recommendation system, as the very first step some of the crime locations were removed

from the dataset and set aside for verification. DASC was then run on the remaining data

to build (sans the hidden crimes) the Activity Spaces for all the offenders.

Given the reconstructed Activity Spaces for each offender, DASC first calculated

the shortest distance from the new crime location to each of the offenders’ Paths. DASC

then sorted the distances into increasing order, with the closest offender first, and the

furthest offender last. Finally, DASC recommended the closest ݇ (i.e. the top- )݇ offenders

as the most likely candidates for that specific crime. Thus, the accuracy of this model was

evaluated based on how consistently the predicted short-list of offenders contained the

actual offender who was responsible for that new crime. The higher in the ranking the

actual offender is, the more accurate the recommendation system, the more accurate the

reconstructed Activity Spaces.

As an example, Figure 45 shows the home and crime location of two hypothetical

offenders, with circles representing the crime locations of Offender 1, and + signs

representing the crime locations of Offender 2. Figure 45 further shows the Activity Nodes

as would be calculated by DASC. Finally, the reconstructed Activity Space of the two

hypothetical offenders is shown as the ovals. Assume that a new crime occurs (denoted

by a ? in the Figure). Although the crime location is equidistant to the home locations of

both offenders, and closer to the crime location of Offender 2, it is clearly very close to the

Activity Space of Offender 1, thus according to theory, Offender 1 would be the more likely

candidate for committing that crime. DASC would prioritize Offender 1 in its ranking.
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6.2.2. Experimental Setup

Consistent with the previous Chapters, the City of Surrey, in British Columbia,

Canada, was picked for generating the spatial profiles of offenders. Note that although the

experimental evaluation focused on the City of Surrey, crime and offender data about

Surrey and all neighbouring jurisdictions were entered into the model (similar to Chapter

5.4).

For this study, only the crimes and the people associated to those specific crimes

were studied. Information about vehicles and businesses were not used. The data was

restricted to all property crimes occurring between August 1, 2001 and July 31, 2006,

committed by frequent offenders within the study area. Linkages exist in the database

between the crimes and people table, thus all the people involved in any given crime were

identified. This paper focuses only on property crimes, and for only those offenders who

Figure 45 – Sample reconstructed spatial profiles for two offenders
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had at least 5 offenses for which they were charged, in the process of being charged, had

charges recommended against them, or were suspects in the offense.

For the people involved in each crime, the relevant attributes for this model

included the full name (first, last and middle), home address, and the type of their

involvement in the crime. People having the same name were assumed to be the same

person. Linked to each person was the set of crimes, along with the type and location of

the crime, that they were involved in. If the location specified in the database was invalid

and could not be assigned an XY coordinate, the location was ignored for the analysis.

Although for this specific study no other information about offenders was available, such

as the location of their work or other activities, this type of data could have been used to

enhance the model’s accuracy.

6.2.3. Results

The method proposed in this paper was applied to the crimes of 322 repeat

offenders, each with more than 5 crimes each, living in the City of Surrey. The 322

offenders, as a group, committed 2694 crimes. As the first step, a random sample of 269

Figure 46 – Surrey, with Cluster Centers denoted as circles, and Nodes denoted with stars
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(10%) of the crime locations were removed from the dataset and set aside for testing the

accuracy of the model. The K-means clustering algorithm was run on all remaining crime

and home locations of offenders to determine the major directions for each individual. The

major directions were then extended and intersected. K-means was run again on the set

of intersections, each time looking for between one and ten clusters. All clustering results

were overlaid, with Figure 46 showing the cluster centers as small circles. Once regions

of stable cluster centers were identified, the location of the Activity Nodes were

determined, shown as the seven stars in Figure 46. These locations were then used as

the nodes in the spatial profile of offenders. Note that this Figure is slightly different from

the one presented in Figure 40 due to the removal of crime data that was used for testing

the accuracy.

For each person, their major directions were re-assigned to one of the Activity

Nodes in the region, depending on whether the intersections along that major direction

were clustered into that Node or not. The statistics regarding the number of Nodes for

various offenders is displayed in Figure 47. It can be seen that most of the offenders have

five Nodes of the 7 in their Activity Space. These nodes, along with their home location,

became the set of all Nodes for their Activity Space. With the Nodes in the Activity Space

known for each offender, the Activity Space became comprised of the Nodes for each

offender along with the Paths leading from one Node to the other Nodes for the same

offender.

To determine the accuracy of the model, ‘new’ crimes were tested against the

reconstructed Activity Spaces. For each crime tested, the distance to each Path in the

Activity Space of each offender was calculated16 and the distances sorted by increasing

16 Distance was calculated by calculating the shortest direct-distance to the Path. This distance
could have been calculated along the road-network (as in Iwanski et al., 2011) or as
Manhattan Distance, but since the Paths were reconstructed using direct-distances, this
distance calculation also used direct-distances to remain consistent.
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value. The closest k offenders were then recommended as the likely suspects. If the actual

offender was within the k offenders recommended by DASC, then the model was deemed

accurate for that specific crime.

Naïvely picking who the most likely (i.e. top-1) offender is going to be accurate on

average 0.31% (=100% / 322) of the time. With DASC however, the model was able to

accurately predict who the correct offender is with an accuracy of 1.49%. Although overall

a 1.49% prediction-rate is not good, it is a very significant improvement over naïve

selection, by approximately a factor of five. When the algorithm was modified to

recommend the top-5 offenders as candidates, the correct offender was within the

recommended set 11.52% of the time, better than naïve selection by a factor of 7.4. With

10 offenders returned, the offender was within the recommended set 22.30% of the time,

still better than naïve selection by a factor of 7.2. With 50 people returned as candidates

by DASC, the correct offender was within that set half of the time. This is approximately

three times better than randomly picking the correct individual from 50 random

‘recommendations’. This summary is shown in Figure 48, with the complete results shown

as a graph in Figure 49. It must be noted that these recommendations are based on

nothing but the spatial locations of the crimes and home locations of offenders, results

might be improved significantly with the addition of offender’s non-spatial profile

information.

6.3. Discussion

The way DASC could be used by police is as follows. The known crime locations

and home locations of all offenders could be used to build the Activity Spaces of all

offenders in the region, then a number n of candidates be generated by DASC in response

Number of Nodes Count of Offenders

1 16
2 9
3 23
4 55
5 111

6 52
7 56

Figure 47 – Count of Offenders with Various Number of Activity Nodes
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to a new crime event. The police investigator could then manually review those n

recommendations with additional knowledge of non-spatial profiling information to further

narrow down the set of candidates for investigation. This process would save the

investigator a large number of hours in reviewing offender profiles who are not likely

candidates since the new crime location is not a good match to their Activity Space. For

example, in the above experiments, the investigator could start with the top-50

recommendations with the knowledge that the offender is 50.19% likely to be in that

sample. Without such a recommendation system, the officer would have to review 162

offenders before arriving at the same 50.19% probability. The usage of such a profiling

system in this case would reduce their investigative workload to a third.

Currently there are some established profiling systems in use by law enforcement.

The three most used such investigative methodologies are Criminal Geographic Targeting

by Kim Rossmo (Chapter 6.3.1), Journey to Crime by Ned Levine (Chapter 6.3.2) and

Top DASC Accuracy Naïve Selection Accuracy Improvement Factor

1 1.49% 0.31% 4.80x

5 11.52% 1.55% 7.42x
10 22.30% 3.11% 7.18x
20 37.55% 6.21% 6.05x
50 50.19% 15.53% 3.23x

Figure 48 – The frequency with which the true offender showed up on the ‘Top-k’ list

Figure 49 – Graph of the frequency with which the true offender showed up on the ‘Top-k’ list
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Dragnet by David Canter (Chapter 6.3.3). These methodologies all have been used

successfully to derive the likely home location of various offenders based on their crime

locations (Rossmo 1995a, Rossmo 1995b p. 227, Ned Levine & Associates 2002,

Tomkins 2006, Canter and Hammond 2007, Sarangi and Youngs. 2006 p. 112, Ebberline

2008, Canter 2003).

6.3.1. Kim Rossmo’s Criminal Geographic Targeting

Rossmo’s Criminal Geographic Targeting (CGT) methodology is based on an

“attempt to invert the [Brantingham and Brantingham] model, using crime locations as the

means for predicting the most probable areas in which the murderer’s residence or

workplace might be found” (Rossmo, 1995a, p. 215). Rather than showing where crime is

likely to occur, Rossmo attempted to locate the offender’s home or workplace given the

location of crimes.

The underlying concept for Rossmo’s CGT is each offender’s preference to travel

within a specific distance ݀ from their Activity Nodes. Working backwards then, it is

probable that the offender lives within distance ݀ from their crime location. Rossmo uses

a distance-decay function where the probability is inversely related to the distance away

from the center, that is, highest immediately around the crime and decreases when moving

further away. This approach is justified by both research and theory (Turvey, 2012, p.88;

Rossmo, 1995a). For example, Figure 50 shows the three crime locations for offender .ݑ

The final probability for each location along the map is the aggregate of the individual

probabilities of each crime location. For a complete overview of the algorithm, see Rossmo

(1995a, p. 221).

6.3.2. Ned Levine’s Journey to Crime

“Journey to Crime” (JtC) is Ned Levine’s statistics-based method of predicting

offender residence location (Ned Levine & Associates, 2002). JtC relies purely on statistics

to estimate the distance a serial offender will travel from their residence to commit a crime.

This also helps with identifying the likely residences of those same serial offenders by

inspecting the crime locations associated to them. However, as opposed to CGT, which
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uses a (possibly user-calibrated)

distance decay function to determine

areas with high probability for the

offender’s residence, JtC uses a

statistically determined distance decay

function derived by analyzing the

patterns of a set of known serial

offenders committing the same type of

crime. The end result, similar to CGT, is

a probability map aggregating all the individual probabilities from each crime location. For

a complete review of the method, see Ned Levine & Associates (2002, p. 357).

6.3.3. David Canter’s Dragnet

Dragnet was developed in the mid-1990s by Professor David Canter as a research

tool for himself (Rich & Shively, 2004), although it has since been made available for

purchase on the Dragnet website. The goal of the software is similar to the two above, in

that it computes and assigns probabilities to the possible residences of the offender. The

input data, analysis and output maps all take place inside Dragnet.

The method to identify the most probable location for the residence of an offender

in Dragnet is similar in concept to that of Criminal Geographic Targeting (CGT) (Rossmo,

1995a, p. 221) and Journey to Crime (JtC) (Ned Levine & Associates, 2002), but varies in

the normalization process it uses to model the distance decay. Similar to CGT and JtC,

the end result is a probability map aggregating all the individual probabilities from each

crime location. For details of the method, see Canter et al. (2000).

6.3.4. Comparison of Existing Work to DASC

According to Canter and Larkin (1993), there are two types of offenders when

characterized by their movement patterns. Marauders commit their crimes near their

home, while commuters travel to another location and commit their crimes near it. DASC,

the method developed in this Dissertation, will be compared below to CGT, JtC and

Dragnet in terms of marauders and commuters.

Figure 50 – Criminal Geographic Targeting
probabilities
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Marauder Offenders

Marauders do not travel very far from their home location, but rather commit their

crimes nearby, where they are most comfortable. According to the literature, for offenders

who exhibit movement patterns consistent with marauders (see Figure 51), CGT, Dragnet

and JtC do very well in predicting the location of the offender residence. In these cases

the methods routinely narrowed down the search area (called hit percentage) to 10% or

less, implying that the methods were able to eliminate 90% of the search area that law

enforcement had to search before encountering the home location of the offender (for

examples, see Rossmo 1995a, Canter and Snook, 1999, Canter and Hammond, 2007,

Sarangi & Youngs, 2006, Canter, 2003, or Ebberline, 2008). Thus, for marauders where

the travel distance is not too far, Dragnet, CGT and JtC perform well.

For Marauders, DASC could also be applied to find the likely home location of the

offender, although with one caveat: the Nodes in the region have already been discovered

previously, possibly using profiles of other known offenders. This could be done by

creating Paths that lead away from the Nodes, through the crime location, to some

location. This location could indicate possible hidden Nodes for that particular offender.

Dragnet, CGT and JtC use some form of distance decay to calculate probabilities

for the offender living in the regions near home. The probabilities given by the distance

decay for each crime location add up when multiple distance decays overlap in the same

grid-cell, hence giving a higher probability for the residence. This overlap requires that

multiple crime locations be near to home and each other. In general, for marauder

Figure 51 – Marauder Offender Figure 52 – Commuter Offender
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offenders, this works well. However, in instances where the crime locations are a bit further

away from home, or the distance decay rate is set too high, the distance decay function

values might not be large enough to provide an overlap in probabilities, and hence the

best the models could do is suggest that the offender lives near one of the crime locations.

However, if the Nodes in the region were known, this scenario would not present a problem

to DASC because DASC could try to reconstruct the Activity Space of the offender, and in

the process identify the Paths. The intersections of the Paths could imply a Node where

the offender could be living.

Commuter Offenders

Commuter offenders travel away from their home location and then commit crimes

in another region (see Figure 52). If the offender lives outside of the region of the crimes,

then by implication it means that there are fewer, if any, crime locations nearby and these

models will indicate that, for Dragnet, CGT and JtC, there will be a very low probability for

finding the offender’s residence. Thus, Kim Rossmo’s Criminal Geographic Targeting

(CGT) “model cannot locate the residence of a criminal that lies outside of the boundaries

of the hunting area map, it is necessary to limit the process to non-commuting offenders”

(Rossmo, 1995b, p. 227). Canter’s Dragnet and Levine’s Journey to Crime (JtC) have

similar limitations, because they use the same general principle17 to find the residence

location of an offender. Thus these methods do not work well for commuter offenders.

DASC however, has no such limitations. Once it has established the Nodes, it

could reconstruct the Activity Space of commuter offenders as easily as marauder

offenders, and thus recommending likely offenders for crimes of both types. It is with

commuter offenders that DASC might be able to show clear benefits over current solutions

as it can help with a problem not addressed by either of Dragnet, CGT or JtC. However,

implementing all of these solutions and performing a direct comparison is left for future

work.

17 That is, they all put some form of distance-decay function over the crime locations and add up
the distributions in each of the grid-cells.
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6.3.5. Requirements of Existing Work and DASC

Aside from each of the models needing crime data, each has a few different

requirements. DASC, for instance, requires the location of the offender residence along

with their crime data in order to reconstruct the Activity Space. Alternatively, DASC should

be able to reconstruct the likely home location of the offender if the Nodes in the Activity

Space are given. Dragnet, CGT and JtC actually derive the location of the residence of

the offender based on the crime locations.

However, DASC has no parameters which are user-configurable, or require

calibration, while the other three all have some configuration parameters. Dragnet requires

the assignment for the ߚ value which influences the distance decay and a ߩ value which

affects normalization (for the cross-comparison of multiple offenders). JtC requires the

calibration (and periodic re-calibration [Ned Levine & Associates, 2002, p. 413]) of its

distance decay function, which requires a training dataset before it can be applied to new

offenders. If the training dataset contains offenders who are statistically different from the

new offender, the model can actually “orient police wrongly” (Ned Levine, & Associates,

2002, p. 413). CGT requires the calibration of two of the parameters in its probability

function. This is summarized in Figure 53.

6.4. Conclusions

Using information both about individual offenders, and the offender population as

a whole, the model, DASC, uses clustering techniques from data-mining to find the Activity

Nodes in a region, and using them, recreate the Activity Space of the offenders. By

knowing the Activity Spaces, for any new crime that occurs, DASC is able to recommend

offenders who are most likely the offender, or provide a top-k set of offenders as

recommendation. Experimental results show that DASC is up to seven times better than

a naïve selection for picking the offender who committed the crime. Further, when the

model recommends 50 offenders as potential suspects, the appropriate candidate was

within that group 50.19% of the time. While the absolute accuracy could certainly be

improved, these results are based solely on the home location of the offender and the

locations of their crimes. No further attributes of the crime or offender were used. Had they
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been available, they could have been used to further refine the model and increase the

accuracy.

Further, a brief comparison of DASC to three popular existing geographic profiling

methods was performed. While Dragnet, CGT and JtC all perform very well when the

offender follows the marauder typology, none of them are capable of dealing with

commuter offenders. DASC is able to deal with either type of offender, but is restricted to

only those instances where either the home location of the offender is already known (in

the case of an offender known to police), or the Nodes in the region have been established

based on knowledge derived from other offenders. In this sense, DASC complements the

three established techniques by being able to recommend offenders in cases where

Dragnet, CGT and JtC cannot.

Dragnet JtC CGT DASC

Number of
Offenders
Required for
Model

1 1 1 Many

Spatial Entities
Required

Crime locations Crime locations Crime
locations

Crime locations AND
either home location
or the Nodes in the

Activity Space
Type of
Distance
Function

Direct-distance Direct-distance Manhattan
Distance

Direct-distance

Choose from
multiple
distance decay
functions

Yes

Empirically
calibrate
parameters

- ߚ which
influences

distance decay
- ߩ normalization

parameter

Calibrate
distance decay

functions

2 exponents in
the probability

function

Models Home Location Home Location Home
Location

Activity Space

Figure 53 – Model Comparison Summary
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7. Conclusions

The current work attempts to add to the domain of spatial criminological analysis,

and to Crime Pattern Theory in particular, by introducing a systematic method of

reconstructing the Activity Space of everyone within a region. By knowing the Activity

Spaces, for any new crime that occurs, DASC is able to recommend offenders who are

most likely the offender, or provide a top-k set of offenders as recommendation. Although

the results presented above in absolute terms are not that great, their relative strength can

easily be seen since the algorithm bests naïve selection by a factor of 7.4 in the top-5

case (from a set of 322 offenders), which is a significant improvement. Further, when the

model recommends 50 offenders (of 322) as potential suspects, the appropriate candidate

was within that group 50.19% of the time. While the preference of any user of any model

is that the model be as accurate as possible, it must be pointed out that these results are

based solely on the home location of the offender and the locations of their crimes. No

further attributes of the crime or offender were used. If DASC were enhanced with

attributes about both the offender and crime location, accuracy would certainly improve.

Although with only crime data, and no home location data, the three established

methods predict the home location of the offender with very good accuracy (narrow the

search-space down to 10%), they all require some user-defined parameters in order to

run properly. DASC on the other hand is entirely data-driven without any user interaction

or calibration. If further non-spatial profile data about each offense, or offender, were

available, such as their modus operandi, the set of suspect offenders could be narrowed

down even further, and the accuracy of DASC be increased as a result. This extra non-

spatial data would not impact the accuracy of the three established methods.

The results of DASC so far look very promising, but there is a lot more to

investigate. First, only a single city is analyzed in this model, and other cities might yield

different improvement factors. Second, this model recreates the Paths of the offenders in

the Activity Space, but those paths are straight lines, not paths along the road-network,

when in actuality people travel along road-networks and do not fly as the crow does.

However, extending the model to allow for it to work over the road-network introduces

complexities into the model, such as determining likely paths of travel, or extending their
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paths along the road network. Third, a more extensive comparison between DASC and

the established three geographic profiling techniques is needed to better understand the

benefits and weaknesses of each. Fourth, DASC is focused on the Activity Space derived

from crime data. Although the data used in this Dissertation is similar to the data that law

enforcement would have available to them when investigating crimes, thus making DASC

directly useful to law enforcement, it would be very interesting to incorporate the non-

criminal portions of people’s movement into the model, in order to fine-tune the Activity

Spaces which were created. With more data available, DASC should produce more

accurate clusterings at all stages during the model, and hence increase the accuracy of

the Activity Spaces which are created. Due to the unavailability of such data, this was not

possible for this Dissertation. Finally, the model has one requirement, that the Paths be

constructed with one end being the home location. Although the Home is usually

considered the centre of activity (Horton and Reynolds, 1971), this imposes a limitation

onto the model that might not be realistic. Removing this restriction is rather complex

because then the Paths could be oriented in an infinite number of ways, and the crime

locations be located on any of the Paths. This significantly increases the complexity of the

problem, and thus remains as future work.
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